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Abstract

Extracting rules from RBFs is not a trivial task
because of nonlinear functions or high input di-
mensionality. In such cases, some of the hidden
units of the RBF network have a tendency to be
“shared” across several output classes or even may
not contribute to any output class. To address this
we have developed an algorithm called LREX (for
Local Rule EXtraction) which tackles these issues
by extracting rules at two levels:hREX extracts
rules by examining thehiddenunit to class assign-
ments whilemREX extracts rules based on the in-
put space to output spacemappings. The rules ex-
tracted by our algorithm are compared and con-
trasted against a competing local rule extraction
system. The central claim of this paper is that lo-
cal function networks such as radial basis function
(RBF) networks have a suitable architecture based
on Gaussian functions that is amenable to rule ex-
traction.

1 Introduction
Neural networks have been applied to many real-world, large-
scale problems of considerable complexity. They are useful
for pattern recognition and they are robust classifiers, with
the ability to generalize in making decisions about imprecise
input data[Bishop, 1995]. They offer robust solutions to a
variety of classification problems such as speech, character
and signal recognition, as well as functional prediction and
system modeling where the physical processes are not under-
stood or are highly nonlinear.

Although neural networks have gained acceptance in many
industrial and scientific fields they have not been widely used
by practitioners of mission critical applications such as those
engaged in aerospace, military and medical systems. This
is understandable since neural networks do not lend them-
selves to the normal software engineering development pro-
cess. Knowledge extraction by forming symbolic rules from

the internal parameters of neural networks is now becoming
an accepted technique for overcoming some of their limita-
tions[Shavlik, 1994; Sun, 2000].

In this paper we describe our method of extracting knowl-
edge from an RBF network which is classed as a local type
of neural network. That is, its internal parameters are limited
to responding to a limited subset of the input space. We also
compare and contrast our technique with a specialized local
type neural architecture. The extracted rules are examined
for comprehensibility, accuracy, number of rules generated
and the number of antecedents contained in a rule.

The paper is structured as follows: section two describes
the motivations for performing knowledge extraction. Sec-
tion three describes why the architecture of the radial basis
function network is particulary suitable for knowledge extrac-
tion. Section four outlines how our knowledge extraction al-
gorithm produces rules from RBF networks and section five
explains the results of the experimental work. Section six dis-
cusses the conclusions of the experimental work.

2 Knowledge Extraction
In this section we discuss motivations, techniques and
methodology for knowledge extraction from RBF networks.
RBF networks provide a localized solution[Moody and
Darken, 1989] that is amenable to extraction, which section
three discusses in more detail. It is possible to extract a se-
ries of IF..THEN rules that are able to state simply and ac-
curately the knowledge contained in the neural network. In
recent years there has been a great deal of interest in research-
ing techniques for extracting symbolic rules from neural net-
works. Rule extraction has been carried out upon a variety of
neural network types such as multi-layer perceptrons[Thrun,
1995], Kohonen networks and recurrent networks[Omlin and
Giles, 1994]. The advantages of extracting rules from neural
networks can be summarized as follows:
� The knowledge learned by a neural network is generally

difficult to understand by humans. The provision of a
mechanism that can interpret the networks input/output
mappings in the form of rules would be very useful.
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� Deficiencies in the original training set may be identi-
fied, thus the generalization of the network may be im-
proved by the addition/enhancement of new classes. The
identification of superfluous network parameters for re-
moval would also enhance network performance.

� Analysis of previously unknown relationships in the
data. This feature has a huge potential for knowledge
discovery/data mining and possibilities may exist for
scientific induction[Craven and Shavlik, 1997].

In addition to providing an explanation facility, rule extrac-
tion is recognised as a powerful technique for neuro-symbolic
integration within hybrid systems[McGarryet al., 1999].
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Figure 1: Knowledge extraction system data flow and data
transformation

3 Radial Basis Function Networks
Radial basis function (RBF) neural networks are a model that
has functional similarities found in many biological neurons.
In biological nervous systems certain cells are responsive to a
narrow range of input stimuli, for example in the ear there are
cochlear stereocilla cells which are locally tuned to particular
frequencies of sound [Moody and Darken, 1989]. Figure 2
shows a network trained on a noisy Xor data set for illustra-
tion. This network has two input features, two output classes
and four hidden units.

The RBF network consists of a feedforward architecture
with an input layer, a hidden layer of RBF “pattern” units
and an output layer of linear units. The input layer simply
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Figure 2: Parameters for RBF network trained on noisy Xor

transfers the input vector to the hidden units, which form a
localized response to the input pattern. Learning is normally
undertaken as a two-stage process. The first stage consists
of an unsupervised process in which the RBF centres (hidden
units) are positioned and the optimum field widths are deter-
mined in relation to the training samples.

The second stage of learning involves the calculating the
hidden unit to output unit weights and is achieved quite easily
through a simple matrix transformation.

The radial basis functions in the hidden layer are imple-
mented by kernel functions, which operate over a localized
area of input space. The effective range of the kernels is
determined by the values allocated to the centre and width
of the radial basis function. The Gaussian function has a
response characteristic determined by equation 1.

Zj(x) = exp

 
�
jjx� �jj2

�2j

!
(1)

The response of the output units is calculated quite simply
using equation 2.

JX
j=l

WljZj(x) (2)

where:
W = weight matrix, Z = hidden unit activations,
x = input vector, � = n-dimensional parameter vector,
� = width of receptive field.

3.1 RBF training
The first stage was to train RBF networks to an acceptable
level of accuracy on all data sets. The specific level of accu-
racy varied with each data set, the literature was examined to
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provide guidance on what accuracy levels could be achieved.
The accuracy levels stated in the tables are the best out of
up to 10 test runs. Training of the RBF networks required
the setting of three parameters, the global error, the spread or
width of the basis function and the maximum number of hid-
den units. The value assigned to the global error setting may
result in fewer hidden units being used than the maximum
value. If the error value is not reached, training will termi-
nate when the maximum number of hidden units has been
assigned. The training and test data for the construction of
the RBF networks were generally split 75/25.

3.2 Data Sets

In order to allow good benchmarking and comparison we
used a mixture of well known benchmark data as well as two
new vibration data sets for our tests. The data sets were se-
lected from various sources but mainly obtained from the col-
lection maintained by the University of California at Irvine
(UCI). The vibration data sets were produced as part of two
large projects which were concerned with the monitoring the
health of industrial machinery. The data sets represent a vari-
ety of synthetic and real world problems of varying complex-
ity (i.e. number of examples, input features and classes).

Table 1: Composition of data sets used in experimental work

Data Set Ex O/P I/P C D M
Xor(binary) 4 2 2 No Yes No
Xor(continuous) 100 2 2 Yes No No
Iris 150 3 4 Yes No No
Vowell(Peterson) 1520 10 5 Yes Yes No
Vowell(Deterding) 990 11 11 Yes Yes No
Protein(yeast) 1484 10 8 Yes No No
Protein(ecoli) 336 8 8 Yes No No
Credit(Japanese) 125 2 9 Yes Yes Yes
Credit(Australian) 690 2 15 Yes Yes Yes
Diabetes(Pima) 768 2 8 Yes No No
Monks1 556 2 6 No Yes No
Sonar 208 2 60 Yes No No
Vibration 1 1028 3 9 Yes No No
Vibration 2 1862 8 20 Yes No No

Table 1 gives details of the data sets. The columns indi-
cate the number of examples, the number of ouput features
or classes, the number of input features, whether the data set
contains continuous data or discrete data and the last column
indicates if any data is missing.

4 LREX: Rule Extraction Algorithm
The development of the LREX algorithm was motivated by
the local architecture of RBF networks which suggested that
rules with unique characteristics could be extracted. In addi-
tion, there was little published work on extracting rules from

ordinary RBF networks [Lowe, 1991]. Therefore our work
fills a substantial gap in rule extraction research.

The LREX algorithm is composed of two modules: the
mREX module extracts IF..THEN type rules based on the
premise that a hidden unit can be uniquely assigned to a spe-
cific output class. Therefore, by using the centre locations of
the hidden units an input vector could be directly mapped to
an output class. Experimental work performed on the sim-
pler data sets tended to reinforce this belief. However, hidden
unit sharing occurs within networks trained on non-linear or
complex data. This phenomena reduces rule accuracy as sev-
eral hidden units may be shared amongst several classes. The
second module, hREX was developed to identify which hid-
den units are shared between classes. Analysis of how each
hidden unit contributes provides information to determine a
class. The extracted rules are IF..THEN type rules where any
given hidden may appear across several classes. The next two
sections describe how the mREX and hREX modules provide
the user with complimentary types of extracted rules that ex-
plain the internal operation of the original RBF network.

4.1 mREX: Input-to-output mapping
The functionality of mREX algorithm is shown in figure 3.

Input:
Hidden weights � (centre positions)
Gaussian radius spread �
Output weights W2
Statistical measure S
Training patterns

Output:
One rule per hidden unit

Procedure:
Train RBF network on data set
Collate training pattern “hits” for each hidden unit
For each hidden unit

Use W2 correlation to determine Class label
Use “hits” to determine S
Select S format fmin;max; std;mean;medg
For each �i

Xlower = �i � �i � S
Xupper = �i + �i � S

Build rule by:
antecedent = [Xlower;Xupper]
Join antecedents with AND
Add Class label

Write rule to file

Figure 3: mREX rule-extraction algorithm

The first stage of the mREX algorithm is to use the W2
weight matrix (see figure 2) to identify the class allocation
of each hidden unit. The next stage is to calculate the lower
and upper bounds of each antecedent by adjusting the cen-
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tre weights � using the Gaussian spread � . The lower and
upper limits are further adjusted using a statistical measure
S gained from the training patterns classified by each hidden
unit. S is used empirically to either contract or expand each
antecedents range in relation to the particular characteristics
of these training patterns.

The entire rule set for the Iris domain is presented in figure
4. Note that there are four extracted rules, one for each RBF
hidden unit.

Rule 1 :
IF (SepalLength � 4.1674 AND � 5.8326) AND
IF (SepalWidth � 2.6674 AND � 4.3326) AND
IF (PetalLength � 0.46745 AND � 2.1326) AND
IF (PetalWidth � 0.53255 AND � 1.1326)
THEN..Setosa

Rule 2 :
IF (SepalLength � 5.2674 AND � 6.9326) AND
IF (SepalWidth � 1.9674 AND � 3.6326) AND
IF (PetalLength � 3.1674 AND � 4.8326) AND
IF (PetalWidth � 0.46745 AND � 2.1326)
THEN..Versicolor

Rule 3 :
IF (SepalLength � 5.9674 AND � 7.6326) AND
IF (SepalWidth � 2.3674 AND � 4.0326) AND
IF (PetalLength � 5.0674 AND � 6.7326) AND
IF (PetalWidth � 1.4674 AND � 3.1326)
THEN..Virginica

Rule 4 :
IF (SepalLength � 4.8674 AND � 6.5326) AND
IF (SepalWidth � 1.6674 AND � 3.3326) AND
IF (PetalLength � 4.1674 AND � 5.8326) AND
IF (PetalWidth � 1.1674 AND � 2.8326)
THEN..Virginica

Figure 4: mREX extracted rules from Iris domain

4.2 hREX: Hidden unit analysis
A different approach to rule extraction is taken by the hREX
algorithm which uses quantization and clustering on the net-
work parameters (weights and activation levels) to form an
abstraction of its operation. The number of extracted rules is
determined by the user who can place an upper limit on the
rules extracted for each class. This is a useful feature since
it enables a tradeoff to be made between rule size and rule
comprehensibility. This is achieved by three important pa-
rameters:

� � which determines the minimum weight value (pos-
tive) to be quantized as a “one” , weights below this cut-
off point are quantized to �1 and do not participate in
rule extraction.

� � which determines the minimum hidden unit activation
level. Hidden units with activation levels below this cut-
off point will not be quantized and will play no further
part in rule extraction.

� N determines the maximum number of clusters that the
training set (for each class) is divided into. This pro-
cess abstracts the input space into a number of distinct
regions which will require a separate rule to identify.

These parameters are determined empirically for a satis-
factory arrangement. Figure 5 shows the algorithm in de-
tail. Note that valid rules consist of both a positive quantized
weight (QW2) and a positive quantized activation (AQZ)
level. A rule consists of one or more hidden units which must
all be active for the class lable to be satisified.

Input:
Output weights W2
Hidden unit activations Z (training data)
Output weights quantization modifier �
Hidden unit activation quantization modifier �
Maximum Cluster number N
Training patterns by sorted by class T

Intermediate information:
Quantized W2 weights QW2
Quantized hidden unit activations QZ
Average Quantized hidden unit activations AQZ

Output:
One rule per cluster

Procedure:
Quantize W2 weights with �
Quantize hidden unit activations Z with �
Separate training patterns by class T
For each class

Partition QZ up to NC Clusters
For each N Cluster

Identify Positive QZ activations
Calculate Average AQZ value for cluster
Identify Positive QW2 weights attached to QZ

Build rule by:
IF AQZ==Positive AND QW2 ==Positive

Hidden unit H belongs to rule
Join Hidden Units with AND
Add Class label

Write rule to file

Figure 5: hREX rule-extraction algorithm

Some hRules rules extracted from the ecoli domain are pre-
sented in figure 6. For instance, for Rule 4 to “fi re” , each an-
tecedent must be satisfied so hidden units 5, 19, 20, 24, 25,
26, 28 and 31 must all be active. It can be seen that hidden
unit 20 participates in both class 3 and class 4.

hREX rules are useful for identifying the internal struc-
tural relationships formed by the hidden units. This is demon-
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Rule ]9 Class: 3
IF((H5 == TRUE) AND

(H19 == TRUE) AND
(H20 == TRUE) AND
(H24 == TRUE) AND
(H25 == TRUE) AND
(H26 == TRUE) AND
(H28 == TRUE) AND
(H31 == TRUE))

THEN
Class: 3

Rule ]10 Class: 4
IF((H12 == TRUE) AND

(H20 == TRUE) AND
(H22 == TRUE) AND
(H23 == TRUE) AND
(H32 == TRUE))

THEN
Class: 4

Figure 6: hREX extracted rules from ecoli domain

strated on those RBF networks that have a poor performance
on certain classes. These RBF networks produce hREX rules
which exhibit a large degree of hidden unit sharing or in the
worse cases fail to generate any hREX rules for these classes.

Figure 7 shows the accuracy of the hREX rules against the
rule size (comprehensibility) for RBF networks trained on the
Vibration 1, Monks and Sonar data sets. The Vibration shows
a steady increase in accuracy with each additional rule until
it levels off at a cluster size of 12. The rules extracted from
Sonar actually lose accuracy beyond a certain point before
the accuracy reaches a steady value. Generating additional
rules for the Monks after the optimum cluster size is reached
produces an oscillating effect where the accuracy does not
level off.

5 Analysis of Results
The performance of the RBF rule extraction algorithm was
compared with a related system called MCRBP/RULEX
which was developed by Andrews and Geva [Andrews and
Geva, 1999]. MCRBP builds RBF-like networks with spe-
cialized activation functions. Once the networks are trained,
the RULEX algorithm can then be used to extract IF..THEN
rules with boundaries. The rules extracted by RULEX are
in a very similar format to those produced by the author’s
system. Table 2 shows the results of the experimental work.
The first column identifies the data set. The second column
presents the mREXaccuracy alongside the original RBF ac-
curacy. The third column details the hREX accuracy next to
the original RBF accuracy and the fourth column shows the
Rulex accuracy
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Figure 7: hREX rule size and complexity

Table 2: Comparison between RBF net, mREX, hREX and
Rulex accuracy

Data set mREX hREX Rulex
Xor(binary) 100/100 100/100 100
Xor(continuous) 96/100 100/100 100
Iris 93/96 93/96 100
Vowell(Peterson) 43/86 22/86 –
Vowell(Deterding) 9/62 20/62 38
Protein(yeast) 26/57 66/57 28
Protein(ecoli) 49/87 72/87 88
Credit(Japanese) 73/93 66/93 93
Credit(Australian) 66/71 64/71 88
Diabetes(Pima) 65/76 70/76 69
Monks1 79/83 60/83 72
Sonar 57/95 58/95 –
Vibration 1 56/73 69/73 61
Vibration 2 73/94 72/94 –

Table 3 shows the number of rules generated by the three
systems. The rule set size quoted for LREX is based on the
unmodified basic version.

RULEX extracts highly compact rule sets compared with
LREX. The majority of the domains can be represented with
as few as 3-5 rules. Unfortunately, RULEX completely failed
to generate rules for three of the domains. This problem was
tracked down to the initial MCRBP network, as it was unable
to form a viable classifier on the training data. Therefore, any
rules extracted would be invalid. RULEX also failed to pro-
vide rules to cover a specific class in the vibration 1 domain.
Training the MCRBP networks took fewer attempts to reach
acceptable accuracies than the equivalent RBF networks (typ-
ically 2-3 runs).

MCRBP/RULEX could not form a viable network on the
vowel, sonar and vibration 2 domains. It is likely that the
specialized architecture cannot cope with the large number of
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Table 3: Comparison between rule set size of mREX, hREX
and Rulex

Data set mREX hREX Rulex
Xor(binary) 4 4 4
Xor(continuous) 4 4 4
Iris 4 4 5
Vowell(Peterson) 30 80 –
Vowell(Deterding) 200 110 11
Protein(yeast) 120 24 9
Protein(ecoli) 35 24 9
Credit(Japanese) 50 6 2
Credit(Australian) 50 20 5
Diabetes(Pima) 300 11 3
Monks1 20 24 3
Sonar 20 10 –
Vibration 1 30 25 2
Vibration 2 100 32 –

input features present in these data sets. However, by using
non-overlapping local functions the MCRBP/RULEX algo-
rithm can form a rule from each function that is specific to a
class. This requires fewer rules to form a classifier.

The hREX algorithm produces fewer rules than the mREX
algorithm and are generally more accurate. A smaller rule set
enables a better understanding of the internal operation of the
RBF network. further analysis of the hREX rules proved to
be interesting as several of the RBF networks have up to 35-
40% of their hidden units shared between the various output
classes. Such results tend to occur with those RBF networks
that have lower accuracies and may implie that the original
settings of the internal parameters during training were not
optimal e.g. a badly chosen value for the width of the basis
function can be a source of error.

6 Conclusions
The work described in this paper has tackled the difficult issue
of knowledge extraction from RBF networks which has been
avoided in the literature because of the problems with over-
lapping neurons. The rules extracted by the LREX algorithm
provide information about the original RBF network in two
forms; an input to output mapping and information regard-
ing those hidden units that participate in classification. The
knowledge extracted by the mREX algorithm transforms the
original RBF network into a rule based classifier. This makes
the input to output mapping of the RBF network transpar-
ent and open to scrutiny. However, the number of rules pro-
duced is dependent on the number of hidden units and there-
fore a large number of rules may obscure the comprehensibil-
ity. This problem is partially solved by the hREX algorithm
which can generate a maximum number of rules determined
in advance by the user. The tradeoff is rule size (and gen-
erally accuracy) versus comprehensibility. Some RBF net-
works may naturally be described by small rule sets that are

accurate but still allow a good understanding of their internal
structure. Other RBF networks may have modeled complex
functions and their hidden units are used by several classes,
in which case the hREX algorithm will provide useful infor-
mation regarding the extent of this activity.
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Abstract

Time-series predictions by artificial neural net-
works (ANNs) are traditionally formulated as un-
constrained optimization problems. As an uncon-
strained formulation provides little guidance on
search directions when a search gets stuck in a
poor local minimum, we have proposed recently
to use a constrained formulation in order to use
constraint violations to provide additional guid-
ance. In this paper, we formulate ANN learn-
ing with cross-validations for time-series predic-
tions as a non-differentiable nonlinear constrained
optimization problem. Based on our theory of
Lagrange multipliers for discrete constrained op-
timization, we propose an efficient learning al-
gorithm, called violation guided back-propagation
(VGBP), that computes an approximate gradient
using back-propagation (BP), that introduces an-
nealing to avoid blind acceptance of trial points,
and that applies a relax-and-tighten (R&T) strat-
egy to achieve faster convergence. Extensive
experimental results on well-known benchmarks,
when compared to previous work, show one to
two orders-of-magnitude improvement in predic-
tion quality, while using less weights.

1 Introduction
We study in this paper new formulations and learning al-
gorithms for predicting stationary time-series using artificial
neural networks (ANNs).

ANNs for modeling time-series generally have special
structures that store temporal information either explicitly
using time-delayed structures or implicitly using feedback
structures. Examples of the first class include time-delayed
neural networks (TDNN) and FIR neural networks (FIR-NN),
whereas examples of the latter include recurrent neural net-
works (RNN) [Haykin, 1994]. In the ANNs studied in this
paper, we use a hybrid architecture with a recurrent structure,
whose neurons are connected by FIR filters, instead of links�

Research supported by National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration Contract NAS 2-37143.

Proc. Int’l Joint Conf. on Artificial Intelligence, AAAI, 2001.

with constant weights. We believe that such an architecture is
more powerful for modeling unknown temporal information.

Time-series predictions using ANNs have traditionally
been formulated as an unconstrained optimization problem
of minimizing the mean squared errors (MSE):

�����	 
������������������� � �!�#"$�#%
&('! ) " � ��*

)
�#���,+.-

)
��������/�� (1)

where 021 is the number of output nodes in the ANN, * � and- � are, respectively, the actual and desired outputs of the ANN
at time � , 3 is a vector of all the weights, and the training
data consist of patterns observed at �4�5���6��7�7879����� . Exten-
sive research has been conducted in the past on designing
ANNs with a small number of weights that can generalize
well. However, such learning algorithms have limited suc-
cess because little guidance is provided in an unconstrained
formulation when a search is stuck in a local minimum in its
weight space. In this case, the sum of squared errors in (1)
does not indicate which patterns are violated and the best di-
rection for the trajectory to move.

To address the issue on lack of guidance, we have proposed
recently a constrained formulation [Wah and Qian, 2000] on
ANN learning that accounts for the error on each training pat-
tern in a constraint::<;>=?A@CB�DCEGFIHKJIFML�N$OQP �RPTS�P %,U 'RV S LXW E�ETY V EGFZN\[^] V EGF�N�N�_`[bacN (2)

such that dfe J�FMJhg V EGF�N9OiETY V EGFZN\[^] V EGF�N�N�_kjla�J
where m )

�����onqp prescribes that the error of the r ��s output
unit on the � ��s training pattern be less than p , and t �#u\�b��4vCwyxKz ��uh{ . A constrained formulation is beneficial in dif-
ficult training scenarios because violated constraints provide
additional guidance during a search, leading a trajectory to-
wards a direction that reduces overall constraint violations.

In time-series prediction, cross validations are often used
to prevent data from over-fitting. There are two types of
cross-validation errors: single-step validation errors that
measure output errors when external inputs to an ANN are
true observed data, and iterative validation errors that mea-
sure output errors when external inputs to an ANN are pre-
dicted outputs from previous iterations.
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Test SetTraining Set�
� �

/
� �

Figure 1: Multiple validation sets in a training set. � L , � _ and ���
are three validation sets. The test test is used for testing the ANN
after learning is completed.

In traditional learning with cross validations, a part of train-
ing patterns is reserved a priori in a validation set and not
used in learning, and the single objective in learning is to min-
imize validation errors. Hence, errors measured in validation
will not be included in learning. This approach is problematic
because it allows only one validation set in learning and ex-
cludes patterns in the validation set to be used in learning. As
a result, learning may not converge when the time-series con-
tains multiple regimes or when training patterns are scarce.

Based on a constrained formulation, we have proposed a
new cross-validation method [Wah and Qian, 2000] that de-
fines multiple validation sets in learning and that includes
the error from each validation set as a new constraint (see
Figure 1). The use of multiple validation sets is especially
suitable for time-series with inadequate training data and for
time-series with multiple stationary regimes. The validation
error for the r ��s output unit from the � ��s

, � � � �87�7�79��� , val-
idation set is defined by the normalized mean squared error
( 	�
��� ):

	�
���� ������� ) � �� /
) 0 �

����� �!�#"9����� % ��*
)
�#���,+.-

)
������� / � (3)

where � /� is the variance of the true time series in � � ��� �6��� ��� � � ,
and 0 � is the number of patterns in the � ��s

validation set.
(Note that errors on the test set in Figure 1 are defined in a
similar way.) The constrained formulation then becomes:

:<;>=?5@CB�DCEGF�HKJIF�L�N$O P �!
PGS P %

U '! V S L W E�ETY V EGFZNy[^] V EGF�N�N _ [^acN"�# $�# g V EGFZN$OiETY V EGFZN\[^] V EGFZN�N _ j a6Jg�%&(' V E*)kNhO,+-%&(' V j a�%&(' V Jg/.&('V E*)kNhO,+(.&('V j a/.&(' V J (4)

where ��0 (resp. �21 ) is the 	�
���� of the iterative (resp.
single-step) validation error, and p , p30��� ) and p41��� ) are prede-
fined small positive constants.

Eq. (4) is a constrained nonlinear programming problem
(NLP) with non-differentiable functions. The formulation,
when applied to large time-series predictions, cannot be han-
dled by existing Lagrangian methods that require the differen-
tiability of functions. Methods based on penalty formulations
have difficulties in convergence when penalties are not chosen
properly. Sampling algorithms [Wah and Wang, 1999] based
on our recently developed theory of Lagrange multipliers for
discrete constrained optimization [Wah and Wu, 1999], when
continuous variables are discretized to floating-point num-
bers, are too inefficient for solving large learning problems.
To address this issue, we present in this paper an efficient
learning algorithm called violation-guided back-propagation
(VGBP).

2 Theory of Lagrange Multipliers for Discrete
Constrained Optimization

To use a Lagrangian method to solve (4), we first transform it
into an augmented Lagrangian function:5 E*) J76�N$O @ B�D EGF H JIF L N (5)8 P �!

PTS�P %
U '! V S L

9 6 V EGFZN W E#g V EGFZNy[^a�N 8�:; W _ E#g V EGFZN\[bacN=<
8 !> S % ' .

D!& S L U '! V S L
9 6 > &-' V W E#g > &(' V [^a >&(' V N 8 :; W _ E#g > &(' V [ba >&(' V N=< #

Since (5) is not differentiable, we discretize variables finely
and solve the problem in discrete space using the theory
of Lagrange multipliers for discrete constrained optimiza-
tion [Wah and Wu, 1999]. Algorithm designed to solve con-
strained NLPs in discrete space can be extended to solve con-
strained NLPs in continuous space because numerical eval-
uations of continuous variables using digital computers can
be considered as discrete approximations of the original vari-
ables up to a computer’s precision. The theory in discrete
space is summarized in three definitions and one theorem.
Definition 1. ?A@�B � 3 � is a finite user-defined set of points3DC so that 3EC is reachable from 3 in one step and that 3 can
reach any point in the discrete weight space through ?F@�B � 3 � .
Definition 2. Point 3 is a GIHJ
K@�B iff (4) is feasible at 3
and the objective function is the smallest in x 3 {ML ?F@�B � 3 � .
Note that a GIHJ
N@�B of (4) is the same as a feasible point.
Definition 3. ��O�@�B � 3MP ��Q P � , a discrete-neighborhood sad-
dle point at � 3DP ��Q P � , satisfies:HJ@ � 3SR � Q\�kn HT@ � 3SR � Q R �kn HJ@ � 3 � Q R � (6)

for all 3�UV? @�B � 3 R � and all real vector Q .
Theorem 1. First-order necessary and sufficient condition
on GIHT
N@�B [Wah and Wu, 1999]. A point in the discrete
space of (4) is a GIHT
 @�B iff it satisfies (6) for any QXWYQ R ,
where QNW�Q R means that each element of Q is not less than
the corresponding element of Q R .

The theorem shows that solving (4) in discrete space is
equivalent to (the much easier problem of) finding ��O @�B of
(5). Note that the theorem does not hold in continuous space.

3 Violation-Guided Back-Propagation
In this section we describe an efficient algorithm to look for��O @�B in the Lagrangian space defined in (5). The shaded box
in Figure 2 [Wah and Chen, 2000] shows the framework with
two parts: one performing descents in the 3 subspace and
another performing ascents in the Q subspace. As indicated
earlier, random sampling in a Lagrangian space with discrete3 is too inefficient. To this end, we propose in Section 3.1
to use BP to compute an approximate gradient direction in
order to generate a probe. Since gradient descents may lead to
infeasible local minima, we present a new annealing strategy
in Section 3.2 to help escape from infeasible points. Last, we
exploit special properties in the constrained formulation for
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Figure 2: An iterative learning procedure using a discrete constrained formulation for ANN time-series prediction. The shaded box represents
the routine to look for �����
	 . R&T stands for our proposed relax-and-tighten strategy.

ANN learning and present in Section 3.3 a new relax-and-
tighten (R&T) strategy to successively tighten constraints as
more relaxed constraints are satisfied. The R&T strategy is
depicted in the two boxes on the left of Figure 2.

3.1 Framework to look for �����
The 3 loop in Figure 2 performs descents in the 3 subspace
by generating candidates in Box (A) and by accepting the
candidates generated using deterministic or annealing rules in
Box (B). Occasionally, the Q loop carries out ascents in the Q
subspace by generating candidates in the Q subspace in Box
(C) and by accepting them using deterministic or annealing
rules in Box (D). In this subsection we present the functions
of Boxes (A), (C) and (D) and leave the discussion of Box (B)
to the next subsection.

For a learning problem with a large number of weights
and/or training patterns, it is essential that the points gener-
ated be likely candidates to be accepted. Since (5) is not dif-
ferentiable, we choose an approximate gradient direction by
setting output error � C) �#���� Q )

����� � ) �#��� , applying BP to com-
pute the gradient of the mean squared errors of � C) �#��� , generat-
ing a trial point using the approximate gradient and step size� , and mapping the trial point to (discretized) floating-point
space. In this way, a training pattern with a large error (and
its corresponding Lagrange multiplier) will contribute more
in the overall gradient direction, leading to an effective sup-
pression of constraint violations,

Step size � used in deriving a candidate point must be dy-
namic because the same candidate point will be generated re-
peatedly using a fixed � and a deterministic gradient algo-
rithm. In our algorithm, we generate � uniformly in � z � � �X�
and adapt � � dynamically based on the acceptance ratio � of
candidate points generated. The reason for the latter strategy
is that a high � indicates that the current direction is promis-
ing, leading to increases in � � and larger step sizes. On the
other hand, a low � indicates that the step size is too large
for the current search terrain, leading to decreases in � � and
smaller step sizes. After extensive experiments, we adjust � �
as follows:

� ��� +
�� � � � ��� ��� /�� � �\��! "$#��� �%! "'& if �)( z+*-,� �/. � ��� /�� ��! 0��y�1#�%! 0 & if �)2 z+* 3 (7)

Box (C) in Figure 2 increases Q as follows:Q4� +XQ � �
if true violation ( � * � p (8)
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Figure 3: Progress of MSE defined in (1) for 5 O : and 5 O76
during learning of an ANN to predict the MG17 time-series.

where p is the tolerance defined in (4) and (5). This rule pe-
nalizes a violated constraint relative to p . We do not generateQ probabilistically because we like their effects on guidance
to take place as soon as possible. The deterministic update ofQ leads to the deterministic acceptance of Q in Box (D).

3.2 Probabilistic acceptances in the 8 subspace
Since the gradient direction computed by BP does not con-
sider constraints due to cross validation and the step size is
chosen heuristically, it is possible that a search may get stuck
in infeasible local minima. In previous studies, restarts are
often used to help escape from such points. However, our ex-
perimental results have shown that uncontrolled restarts may
lead to loss of valuable local information collected during a
search. To solve this problem, we propose an annealing strat-
egy in Box (B) that decides whether to go from current point� 3 � Q\� to � 3 C � Q\� according to the Metropolis probability:9�: �<; C �
; ��= > ���8u@?BA �DC��DE #F� C��DEHG #<#JI: K (9)

where uMLi� ��� �hxKz ��u${ , and N is a parameters introduced to
control the acceptance probability.

Figure 3 plots the progress of the mean squared errors
(MSE) defined in (1) of training an ANN to predict the
Mackey-Glass-17 time-series (in short MG17) by using two
fixed temperatures: N � �

and N �PO , respectively. (MG17
is used as a running example throughout this section unless
specified otherwise.)

When N �PO is combined with restarts, the algorithm ac-
cepts every trial point generated in the same way as traditional
BP. Figure 3 illustrates this behavior by showing a search that
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Figure 5: Decreases of maximum violation over all training pat-
terns between using different initial violation tolerance a (broken
lines) and using our relax-and-tighten (R&T) strategy (solid line).

explores a local region in the first 4000 evaluations, got stuck
in an infeasible local minimum, and restarted to a new point
without keeping any history information.

On the other hand, using N � �
allows the search to accept

trial points according to (9) and rejects poor points with high
probability. Consequently, the algorithm keeps implicitly the
history information of points searched in the past and pro-
gresses smoothly without escaping into poor regions blindly.

In contrast to conventional annealing schedules that start a
search at high temperatures and decrease the temperature to
zero as time runs out, we use a fixed temperature throughout
the search. A fixed temperature is chosen so that local de-
scents will only be carried out by BP and not by annealing
at low temperatures, and that a search will always have an
opportunity to explore better regions. Figure 4 shows the im-
provements in maximum constraint violations when a fixed
temperature is used as compared to those at low temperatures
using a dynamic temperature schedule.

3.3 Relax-and-tighten (R&T) strategy
It is undesirable to set violation tolerance p � z initially in
a search because we do not know whether such a violation
tolerance can be achieved by the search. Moreover, settingp � z will result in considerably large violations in each pat-
tern, leading to large Q ’s, a rugged search space, and a more

difficult search. On the other hand, if we set a loose p ( z
initially, then most constraints can be satisfied easily, and the
algorithm can focus on the few patterns with large constraint
violations and increase their corresponding Q ’s.

Another observation is that the progress of a search dif-
fers considerably for different fixed p ’s. These differences
are illustrated in Figure 5 that shows the average maximum
violations for different 0 (number of evaluations) over five
independent runs. When 0 is small, there is little difference
in maximum violations. As 0 is increased, runs with largerp ’s have faster decreases in maximum violation than those
with smaller p ’s. Eventually, all the curves level off when ei-
ther all constraints are almost satisfied using the specified p
or further improvement is impossible using the given ANN
topology. The figure also shows a steeper rate of decrease of
maximum violations with larger p ’s.

Our proposed R&T strategy exploits the different conver-
gence behavior due to different p ’s by dynamically adjustingp during a search in order to achieve the fastest convergence
rate through the search. This is done by choosing a loose p
initially and by tightening p � � p when the maximum vi-
olation of all constraints satisfies �4vCw ) x m )

����� { n � � �� �Zp ,
where z 2  2 � 2 �

. In this way, the search will try to use
the largest possible p at any time and will switch to a smallerp as the convergence behavior using the original p levels off.

Figure 5 illustrates the behavior of our proposed R&T al-
gorithm. Initially, we set p � z *�� , leading to the steepest
convergence behavior. When the convergence behavior lev-
els off, we switch to pl� z+* � 3 by tightening the constraints,
again leading to the steepest convergence behavior for the
range of 0 used. By repeatedly tightening constraints, the
convergence behavior of R&T leads to the envelope of the
best convergence behavior at all times.

The choice of the initial p is not critical to convergence
as long as it is large enough because the larger the p is, the
steeper the curve will be and the shorter the amount of time
before it will level off and tighten p . In our implementation,
we set initial p � z+* �,�4v w ) x m )

�#����{ over all constraints,
� �z * �@3 , and

 � z * � . Around those values, convergence is not
sensitive to different

�
’s and


’s.

The R&T strategy works well on a constrained formula-
tion of ANN learning because all constraints are defined in
the same range (limited by the activation function) and all
constraints have similar magnitudes. In a general constrained
NLP in which constraint violations may vary in large ranges,
it will be necessary but difficult to define different amount of
relaxations for different constraints. As a result, R&T does
not work well in solving general constrained NLPs.

3.4 Parameters in VGBP
In this section, we summarize the values of parameters used
in VGBP. First, we set N ��� 0���� � (10)

where 0 � is the number of training patterns and is known
when training begins, � is the range in which ANN outputs
are normalized and is set to a default value of one, and � is
a constant. N should be proportional to 0 � because (5) is
proportional to 0�� when all patterns have approximately the
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Table 1: Single-step and iterative test performance in � � ��� on laser. (The test set consists of patterns from 1001 to 1100. As a comparison,
we also show the performance on patterns from 1001 to 1050. Boxed numbers indicate the best results; N/A stands for data not available.)

Method
Number of Training Single-step predictions Iterative predictions

weights 100-1000 1001-1050 1001-1100 1001-1050 1001-1100
FIR network [Wan, 1993] 1105 0.00044 0.00061 0.023 0.0032 0.0434

ScaleNet: Multi-scale ANN [Geva, 1998] N/A 0.00074 0.00437 0.0035 N/A N/A
VGBP (Run 1)

�
�

�
�461

�
�

�
�0.00036 0.00043 0.0034 0.0054

�
�

�
�0.0194

VGBP (Run 2)
�
�

�
�461 0.00107

�
�

�
�0.00030

�
�

�
�0.00276
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Figure 6: Robustness of VGBP with respect to � in predicting the
MG-17, MG-30, and sunspots time-series.

same level of violation. Likewise, N should be proportional
to � because � affects (5) in a similar manner.

Figure 6 shows the average 	�
���� ’s over 10 runs of
VGBP under different � ’s for MG17, MG30, and sunspots.
Since VGBP is robust over a wide range of � U � � z �
	 � � z � / � ,
we set the default � to be

� z � � in our implementation.
We further set � � in (7) to be

� * z . Since � � is adjusted dy-
namically, its initialization has no significant impact on per-
formance. The setting of p ,

�
and


in R&T has been dis-

cussed in Section 3.3.
In short, all the parameters in VGBP are set either by de-

fault or automatically, with no tuning required by users.

4 Experimental Results

We have evaluated VGBP with respect to 	�
���� and the
number of weights on several benchmarks.

Laser is a set of chaotic intensity pulsation of an 0�� �
laser in the Santa Fe competition. In that competition, FIR-
NN [Wan, 1993] took the first place. Table 1 shows that
VGBP improves over previous algorithms in terms of pre-
diction quality as well as number of weights used.

Sunspots contains yearly average sunspot numbers from
1700 to 1994. Using data from 1700 to 1920 for training
and single-step predictions on four durations, Table 2 shows
that VGBP achieves much better performance on all predic-
tion periods, while using less weights than previous designs.

Table 3 compares single-step prediction results using
VGBP with previous work on 5 chaotic time series. The two
sets of Mackey-Glass and Henon map have one input and one
output, whereas Lorenz attractor and Ikeda attractor have
one input and two outputs as specified in [Wan, 1997] and
[Aussem, 1999].

Table 2: Single-step test performance in � � ��� on sunspots
for different algorithms. Results on AR(12), WNet, COMM are
from [Wan, 1997], ScaleNet is from [Geva, 1998], and DRNN is
from [Aussem, 1999]. Boxed numbers indicate the best results; N/A
stands for data not available; � represents the number of weights/free
variables used in each method.)

Method � Training Single-Step Testing
1700-1920 1921-55 1956-79 1980-94 1921-94

AR(12) 12 0.128 0.126 0.36 0.306 0.238
WNet 113 0.082 0.086 0.35 0.313 0.219
SSNet N/A N/A 0.077 N/A N/A N/A
DRNN 30 0.105 0.091 0.273 N/A N/A
COMM N/A 0.079 0.065 0.24 0.188 0.148
ScaleNet N/A 0.086 0.057 0.13 N/A N/A
VGBP

�
�

�
�11

�
�

�
�0.0559
�
�

�
�0.0337
�
�

�
�0.0524
�
�

�
�0.0332
�
�

�
�0.0397

In terms of single-step predictions, Table 3 shows that
VGBP uses less weights and achieves impressive 	�
���� ’s
one to two orders of magnitude smaller than those of other
methods.

Similarly, VGBP achieves much more accurate itera-
tive predictions as compared to those of [Wan, 1997]
and [Aussem, 1999]. For example, VGBP was able to achieve
iterative-prediction 	�
���� ’s of z * z � � for MG17 and z * z�z���
for MG30, respectively, for the duration 501-600. In contrast,
applying Wan’s training algorithm on FIR-NN [Wan, 1997]
leads to iterative-prediction 	�
���� ’s of z * ����� � for MG17
and z * � � � , for MG30. Figure 7 plots the iterative predictions
of the ANN found by VGBP and that by Wan’s algorithm for
MG17 and MG30. The figure shows that our iterative predic-
tions are accurate for as many as 100 steps.

In general, it may be hard to predict chaotic time series
multiple steps into the future since they are unpredictable by
their nature. For this reason, DRNN [Aussem, 1999] did
not emphasize prediction performance, especially iterative-
prediction performance [Aussem, 2001]. However, our work
has shown that it is possible to predict at least the first 100
steps for the Mackey-Glass time series, and better for the
other three sets of chaotic time series, although iterative pre-
dictions are much harder for the latter. For example, we can
achieve an 	�
���� of only z+* � �� � for the first 20 steps of
Henon map, whereas Wan’s algorithm achieves an 	�
���� ofz *  �@3�� .

In short, constrained formulations solved by VGBP lead to
superior prediction performance for the benchmarks tested.
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Abstract

We show how event extraction can be used for han-
dling delayed response tasks with arbitrary delay
periods between the stimulus and the cue for re-
sponse. Our approach is based on a number of in-
formation processing levels, where the lowest level
works on raw time-stepped based sensory data.
This data is classified using an unsupervised clus-
tering mechanism. The second level works on this
classified data, but still on the individual time-step
basis. An event extraction mechanism detects and
signals transitions between classes; this forms the
basis for the third level. As this level only is up-
dated when events occur, it is independent of the
time-scale of the lower level interaction. We also
sketch how an event filtering mechanism could be
constructed which discards irrelevant data from the
event stream. Such a mechanism would output a
fourth level representation which could be used for
delayed response tasks where irrelevant, or distract-
ing, events could occur during the delay.

1 Introduction
Consider an automated robot driver that navigates the streets
to reach a certain goal location. On its journey, it encounters
road signs, describing the upcoming junctions. Having de-
tected a road sign, the system needs to be able to later on make
the appropriate decision based on this information. That is,
based on a stimulus, the system needs to store information
and then make an appropriate response once the junction has
been reached. This may not occur for several seconds or even
minutes, depending on the vehicle’s traveling speed and the
distances involved. This problem was described in [Rylatt
and Czarnecki, 2000], which in turn was based on a more
abstract description by [Ulbricht, 1996].

The problem is in fact of a very general nature, in that it
involves a delayed response task (Figure 1). Such tasks are
quite common in real-life, involving associations between in-
puts and actions at different points in time. As shown by
[Rylatt and Czarnecki, 2000], most existing neural network
approaches are however quite inept at handling these sorts of
problems. Rylatt and Czarnecki showed that, in fact, even

stimulus 1
Goal if Goal if

stimulus 2

Response

Stimulus 1

Agent

Stimulus 2

L R

Delay

Figure 1: The delayed response task, adapted from
[Ulbricht, 1996]. The robot travels past a stimulus, here a
light either on the left or the right side, then continues down
the corridor for a number of steps until it reaches the junction
at which time the robot needs to decide whether it should turn
left or right, depending on the location of the light it passed
earlier.

their own, for the task specially constructed, recurrent neu-
ral network architecture was unable to learn the appropriate
associations if they lay more than just a few time-steps apart.

In this paper, we present a quite different approach from
Rylatt and Czarnecki, in that we do not work directly on the
input sequence but instead let an unsupervised system extract
a set of events from the inputs and then we work on this se-
quence of events. As we will show, the time intervals between
events may in fact be arbitrarily large without affecting the
performance of the system; a drastic change from previous
approaches. We also describe a more complex situation, the
‘Extended Road Sign Problem’, which involves having dis-
tractions occur during the delay period. Our solution is based
on having several information processing levels, as depicted
in Figure 2.

Level 1: Contains raw multi-dimensional sensor data,
which is time-step based1. This is the level where [Rylatt and
Czarnecki, 2000] approached the delayed response task. We
however argue, like [Nolfi and Tani, 1999], that real-world

1Where a time-step is defined as a single update of sensors, neu-
ronal elements, and actuators with a regular time interval, typically
in the millisecond range.
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Event filtering

b d e
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Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Figure 2: The proposed four-level information processing ar-
chitecture which can handle delayed response tasks with very
long-term dependencies.

task dependencies do most often not manifest themselves at
this level of individual time-stepped neuronal updates, but
rather on much slower time scales, involving several seconds
or even minutes. Rylatt and Czarnecki’s somewhat simpli-
fied simulations and specially modified neural network archi-
tecture was only able to learn dependencies which lay up to
13 time-steps apart. But as most robot systems have a high
sampling frequency, Rylatt and Czarnecki’s system would not
be sufficient. For example, the Khepera robot we use in our
experiments, has sensor sampling rates of approximately 20
times per second. Rylatt and Czarnecki’s system would there-
fore, in effect, not be able to learn tasks involving even just
single second delays. In the following, we will show that
by using event extraction, the delays can instead be arbitrar-
ily large and this enables the system to handle more realistic
long-term dependencies.

Classification: The process whereby the raw multi-
dimensional sensor data is divided into a set of classes. While
[Nehmzow and Smithers, 1991] employed a set of manually
pre-defined (fixed) classes for this, [Tani and Nolfi, 1998] in-
stead let the system determine the class structure by itself,
thereby reducing the user intervention. However, Tani and
Nolfi still had to manually specify the number of classes, and
had to divide the training into several different phases. They
also had large problems with inputs which were distinct but
not very frequent in the training set, and the learning process
was very slow. Recently, [Linåker and Niklasson, 2000] have
constructed a more flexible classification system, the AR-
AVQ, which is able to swiftly classify inputs into a dynamic
number of automatically extracted classes, overcoming most
of the problems in Tani and Nolfi’s system. (The ARAVQ
system is the one used in the following simulations.)

Level 2: Contains raw time-step based multi-dimensional
data which has been tagged with class labels. If each class
is alloted a character in the alphabet, the input can be re-
written, with some loss of information, as a (very long) let-
ter sequence. This is the level at which [Ulbricht, 1996] ap-
proached the road sign problem, trying to learn associations
between the letters in the sequence. She did not, however,

provide any account for how the input had become this let-
ter sequence (i.e. no Level 1 nor any classification), thereby
working on essentially ungrounded symbols. And, further, as
her system was still time-step based, she had the same diffi-
culties learning long-term dependencies as Rylatt and Czar-
necki had in their Level 1 system.

Event extraction: The process whereby only the transi-
tions between class membership of the lower level data are
extracted, thereby filtering out repetitions. This is a fairly
straightforward mechanism as long as the class membership
is exclusive (each input belonging to one—and only one—
class); if two succeeding inputs are classified differently, an
event is generated. The detection of an event generates a sig-
nal to the next level.

Level 3: Contains general events, interspersed over long
periods of time. Updates occur on a considerably slower
time-scale than the time-step based levels below. This means
that longer time-dependencies can be detected, as noted by
[Tani and Nolfi, 1998]. While Tani and Nolfi’s robot system
worked at this level, it did not involve any coupling back to
the real-world as the input was merely classified and filtered,
and not acted upon in any manner. That is, their system did
not use the extracted events to control the robot; it was only
an idle observer of what was going on. We here provide an
account for how extracted events can be used to learn delayed
response tasks and also how this can be used to identify can-
didates which should pass through an event filtering on to yet
another level.

Event filtering: The process which discards events which
are considered as irrelevant for accomplishing the task. This
process requires that the events have been rated with some
sort of ‘usefulness’ score, related to how relevant they are
for achieving the task. This event rating should ideally be
based on a delayed reinforcement learning system, such as
Q-learning, as rewards in the real world do often not come im-
mediately as an action is performed. In the following we pro-
vide a simpler but less realistic evaluation mechanism, based
on a recurrent neural network which has learnt a simple su-
pervised version of the task at Level 3 (see Section 4). The
idea behind this is that once a simple version of the task has
been learnt on a low level, it can be generalized to more com-
plex situations on higher information processing levels that
have access to longer time horizons.

Level 4: Contains only the events which are considered as
relevant for achieving the task. It is updated on an even slower
time-scale than Level 3 and thus can handle events that have
occurred even further apart.

It is worth noting that from Level 2 and upwards, the sys-
tem can work on an essentially symbolic representation of
the input sequence. These symbols provide a representation
whose size is virtually independent from the dimensionality
of the actual sensory and motor systems. This relaxes the
information processing and storage demands on the system,
assuming that the symbolic representation is more compact
than its corresponding input, which usually is the case.

The next section describes an example of how a simple
system can be constructed, based on straightforward building
blocks, in order to achieve the discussed information process-
ing.
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2 Architecture
In addition to the information processing capabilities de-
scribed in the previous section, the system needs to be able to
control the robot, i.e. making the appropriate response once
the cue for responding comes. There are several possibili-
ties of executing actions. Levels 1 and 2 are both time-step
based, which means that the inputs can be directly coupled to
a single action which lasts a proportionate single time-step.
This can accommodate for simple, non-goal-oriented, and/or
‘innate’ reflex actions.

However, associations between inputs at Levels 3 and up-
wards are based on events. These events can occur at widely
interspersed points in time. A single time-step action is there-
fore not appropriate as a response; the response should ideally
affect the performance the entire time interval up to the next
event. A simple solution is to repeatedly execute the same
action until the next event occurs, e.g. to keep turning in one
direction until the next event occurs. This would however be
a very rigid and inflexible solution, not allowing the system
to modify its responses into smoother real-time interactions.

Instead, we propose, that the event-based levels affect,
or modulate, the actual input-to-output (sensation-to-action)
mapping of the time-step based levels. This modulation
would also give the system the ability to focus on particular
sensor subsets which are of most importance to the particu-
lar response. We show this by manually constructing a set of
very simple input-to-output mappings, or behaviours, which
the event-based levels can choose between. Each behaviour
only works on a subset of the available sensory channels. As
the higher levels themselves do not act directly on the actua-
tors, there is also no need for between-level action selection,
something which has caused problems in other layered con-
trol architectures such as Brooks’ well-known Subsumption
Architecture. Our architecture is summarized in Figure 3.

Unsupervised
classification
(ARAVQ)

winner
take all

winner
take all

Sensation Action

Response (SRN)

Specifies / affects
(hand−crafted)

Event classes Behaviours

Response (hand crafted)

Figure 3: The architecture realizing information processing
levels 1 through 3 in Figure 2, including the means for con-
trolling the agent’s actions.

Inputs from the robot sensors were fed through an ARAVQ
network (Section 2.1), which classified the inputs into a set
of classes. When the classification became different for two
succeeding time-steps, an event was generated and a localistic
representation of the winner was fed into a Simple Recurrent
Network (SRN, see Section 2.2), which learnt associations
between inputs (events) and outputs (behaviours) at differ-
ent time points. The SRN specified which of the behaviours
(Section 2.3) the robot was to employ until the next event oc-
curred.

2.1 The ARAVQ
The adaptive resource allocating vector quantization (AR-
AVQ) network [Linåker and Niklasson, 2000] is a vector
quantization network which contains a set of model vectors,
representing event classes. When a series of novel and stable
inputs are encountered, the system dynamically incorporates
additional model vectors. The number of allocated model
vectors is determined by the characteristics of the input sig-
nal, which in turn reflects the characteristics of the environ-
ment, or the agent-environment interaction, that underlies the
sensory flow which we apply the ARAVQ network to here. It
is also biased by the ARAVQ’s parameter settings.

The ARAVQ has four user-defined parameters: a novelty
criterion � , a stability criterion � , an input buffer size � and
a learning rate � . These are all explained below. In order to
cope with noisy inputs, the ARAVQ filters the input signal
using the last � input vectors, which are stored in an input
buffer �����
	 . The values in the input buffer are averaged to
create a more reliable, filtered, input ����
	 to the rest of the
network. That is, a finite moving average �����
	 is calculated
for the last � time-steps.

There is a set �����
	 of model vectors (each one represent-
ing an event class), which is initially empty. (The ARAVQ
does not start working until the input buffer is filled, i.e, until
time-step ����� .) Additional model vectors are only allocated
when novel and stable inputs are encountered, i.e., when the
following criteria are fulfilled:� The input is considered as novel if the Euclidean dis-

tance between the existing model vectors �����
	 and the
last � inputs, compared to the distance between the mov-
ing average �����
	 and the last � inputs is larger than the
distance � .� The input is considered stable if the difference between
the actual inputs ����
	�������������	����������
������� �"!#��	 and the
moving average �$��
	 is below the threshold � .

For convenience, we define the following general distance
measure between a set of (model/filtered input) vectors % and
a set of actual inputs � :& �'%(�
�)	+* �, � , - ./-0 1 2�35476983;:=<�: - >?- @ ,A, � 1 �CB < ,9,EDGF � 1IH ���
B < H %+�

(1)
where

,9, � ,9, denotes the Euclidean distance measure. The dis-
tance between the filtered input and the actual inputs is de-
fined as: & JLKNMO * & � @ �����
	 D �
�����
	
	�� (2)
and the distance between the existing model vectors and the
actual inputs is:&QPRKNMO *TS & �U����
	��
�����
	
	 , ����
	 ,QVXW��!�� otherwise � (3)

Event Class Incorporation: If both the stability and nov-
elty criteria are met, the filtered input is incorporated as an
additional model vector:����Y!Z�[	+* S ����
	]\ ����
	 & JLK9MO(^X_a` �+�'��� &bPRKNMO �#�L	����
	 otherwise �

(4)
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Classification: Each time-step, a winning model vector� ` �+��
	 is selected, indicating which class the (filtered) input
currently matches:� ` �+��
	?* arg 476A83;:=<�: - PRKNMO - @ ,A, ����
	$� _ < ,A,EDGF _ < H �����
	�� (5)

Adaptation: If the winning model vector matches the (fil-
tered) input very closely, the (filtered) input is considered to
represent a ‘typical’ instance of the class, and the model vec-
tor is modified to match the input even closer:
� _�� 1 � KNMO * S ��� �����
	$� _�� 1 � KNMO	� ,A, �$��
	I� _�� 1 � KNMO ,9,�
��W

otherwise �
(6)

where � is a user-defined learning rate. The structure of the
ARAVQ network is depicted in Figure 4.

x(t−1) x(t−n+1)x(t)

X(t)

m 1 m 2

M(t)

(to be allocated)

x(t)

Figure 4: The ARAVQ network. The � last inputs are
buffered and used to calculate a filtered input �$��
	 . This
particular network has allocated two model vectors,

_ 3 and_ � ; additional model vectors will be allocated automatically
when novel and stable inputs are encountered. (In the follow-
ing, model vectors are for convenience labeled � , � , � , etc.
instead of

_ 3 , _ � , _�� , etc.)

2.2 The SRN
The simple recurrent network (SRN) [Elman, 1990] is essen-
tially a three-layer feed-forward network which stores a copy
of the previous hidden activation pattern and feeds it as ad-
ditional input at the next time-step. This provides a memory
trace of previous inputs which enables the network to learn
associations over several time-steps.

The output of the SRN (for an arbitrary number of nodes)
is defined as:

��� ���
	+*��$� 0 < ��� <��Q< ���
	 ! ����� 	 (7)

where the hidden activation is defined as

� < ���
	+*��$� 0 1 B < 1 ` 1 ���
	 ! 0 � B < � � � �����X��	Y! B < � 	 (8)

and
` ��
	 is the input at time � . The index � is used for

identifying the output nodes, � and
_

are used for the hidden
nodes (at time � and � � � respectively), and

`
is used for

the input. Biases are introduced as additional elements in the
weight matrices, � and B (indexed with � ). The function, � ,
is the sigmoid activation function �$�� 	(* �! �
�?!#"%$ J 	 .

2.3 Behaviours
Three different input-to-output mappings, or behaviours,
were constructed: a corridor follower, a left wall follower,
and a right wall follower. Each behaviour only needed to use
a subset of the available sensor readings; see Figure 5. The
Khepera robot which was used has eight infrared proximity
sensors with integer activation in the range � W ��� W'&�( � , W denot-
ing no object present within sensor range and � W'&�( denoting
an obstacle very close. The robot has two separately con-
trolled wheels which can be set to integer values in the range�9� � W ��� W � , � � W denoting maximum backward spinning,

W
no

wheel movement, up to � W which rotates the wheel forward
at maximum speed.

0

7

2
1

left motor right motor

5

4
3

6

} else {
  motor[LEFT] = 5;
  motor[RIGHT] = 5;
}

  motor[LEFT] = 5;
} else if (sensor[1] > 800) {

  motor[RIGHT] = 0;

  motor[LEFT] = 0;
  motor[RIGHT] = 5;

if (sensor[4] > 800) {
/* Corridor follower */

(a) (b)

if (sensor[1] > 200) {
  motor[LEFT] = 5;
  motor[RIGHT] = −4;

  motor[LEFT] = 2;
  motor[RIGHT] = 5;
} else {
  motor[LEFT] = 5;
  motor[RIGHT] = 5;
}

} else if (sensor[0] < 800) {

/* Left wall follower */

} else {
  motor[LEFT] = 5;
  motor[RIGHT] = 5;
}

if (sensor[4] > 200) {
  motor[LEFT] = −4;
  motor[RIGHT] = 5;
} else if (sensor[5] < 800) {
  motor[LEFT] = 5;
  motor[RIGHT] = 2;

/* Right wall follower */

(c) (d)

Figure 5: The Khepera robot and the hand crafted behaviours.

In addition to the three hand crafted behaviours, a simple
selection mechanism was implemented. At each time-step, it
detected the most active output node of the SRN and executed
the code associated with the behaviour.

3 Experiments
A simulated version of the Khepera robot was used in the ex-
periments. The activation of the eight distance sensors, the
two motors, and two of the robot’s light sensors, placed in
concert with distance sensors 0 and 5 in Figure 5(a), were
normalized to the range � W � W ��� � W � and fed as input to the ar-
chitecture. That is, the ARAVQ network received a total of 12
inputs. The parameter settings of the ARAVQ were � * W �*) ,� * W � & , � * � W and � * W � W,+ . This led to the extraction
of eight different event classes for the constructed T-maze en-
vironments shown in Figures 6 and 7; each event class was
allocated a separate shade and at each location, the winner of
the classification process was plotted, leaving the trail shown
in the figure.

The event extraction discards the repetitions of each class,
leaving sequences which are only six characters long. A char-
acter was manually assigned to each of the eight extracted
classes, for presentational purposes. An interpretation of each
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Figure 6: The two different cases for the delayed response
task and the resulting input classification at each location
along the simulated robot’s path, the subscript denoting the
number of repetitions of each class.

class is shown in Table 1, based on how the ARAVQ seems
to apply the classes.

model vector interpretation

� corridor� corridor + left light� corridor + right light&
junction" wall on left side only� wall on right side only

� left-turning corner� right-turning corner

Table 1: The eight automatically extracted model vectors and
how they can be interpreted.

Each of the three behaviours was also assigned a character,
this time creating an ’output alphabet’, as shown in Table 2.

behaviour description

�
corridor following

�
left side wall following

�
right side wall following

Table 2: The three hand crafted behaviours.

The SRN worked on this eight-character input and three-
character output alphabet. As two hidden nodes were used,
a 8-input, 2-hidden, 3-output SRN was created. Network
weights were randomly initialized in the interval �N� + � W � + � W � ,
the learning rate was 0.01 and a momentum of 0.8 was used.
The training set was the two extracted sequences, for the left
and right turn, respectively, as shown in Table 3. The net-
work was trained for � W � W WGW epochs using back-propagation
through time (BPTT) which unfolds the recurrent connections
of the network. The BPTT here unfolded the network 5 times.

The SRN had no problems learning the correct associations

case sequence

Left turn
� � � & � �
����� � ���

Right turn
� � � & " �
����� � ���

Table 3: The extracted sequences of model vector winners
and the behaviours that should be selected for the paths taken
in Figure 6.

between the light stimuli � and � and the behaviours
�

and
�

occurring two events later. That is, the system could turn in
the right direction, irrespective of the length of the delay, as
this information was removed in the event extraction. The
Road Sign Problem was thus solved. We now, however, have
a similar problem to that of [Rylatt and Czarnecki, 2000],
but on the level of intermediate events instead of intermediate
time-steps. We call this problem ‘The Extended Road Sign
Problem’.

4 The Extended Road Sign Problem
While the length of the delay between the stimulus and the
response has become irrelevant through the use of event ex-
traction, the system would still have problems handling dis-
tracting events during the delay. That is, if the input changes
drastically during the delay, intermediate events will be gen-
erated. This means that the problem of finding relationships
between the stimulus and the subsequent response will be-
come harder as there are a number of distracting events which
have taken place in between. Examples of this are shown in
Figure 7 where there is a right or left turn in the corridor after
the stimulus has been passed, generating another three events
which however are of no relevance for the task, i.e. they serve
only as distractions.

ab f10 63 44 14

f 21

a

a

218

d

a 85

g

f

26

22

26

a

e

h
e13 a a

d

a 95

c 106642
23

22

221

26

22e

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Two examples of distracting events (turns) happen-
ing in between the stimulus (light) and the cue (junction).

The SRN still managed to find the correct association, but
only if it was first trained on the simpler tasks, and then con-
tinued training on the more difficult examples shown above.
The hidden node activation plot of an SRN which has learnt
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the task is depicted in Figure 8. Note that a number of clusters
have formed for each of the functional states the robot can be
in.
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following

Left wall
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Figure 8: Hidden node activation of the SRN.

When irrelevant inputs, such as corners (input characters
� and � ), are received by the SRN, the state remains rela-
tively stable, i.e. it stays in the same location as the previous
time-step. That is, large movements in the internal (hidden
node) activation space occur only when functionally impor-
tant events occur. When, for instance, input character � (left
stimulus) is received, the activation jumps to the upper right
corner and stays there until the input character

&
(the cue

for responding) arrives. At that time, the activation quickly
jumps to the upper left corner, making the robot activate its
left wall following behaviour, effectively starting to turn left
at the junction. A similar situation occurs if instead the other
stimulus is present, where the bottom right and left corners
are used by the SRN. (Before either stimuli has been encoun-
tered, the SRN state is in the upper right corner, i.e. this par-
ticular robot has a bias for turning left at junctions.)

We can now also sketch how a solution to the Extended
Road Sign Problem might look. Note that if the hidden ac-
tivation space of this SRN was clustered, using for exam-
ple another ARAVQ network, the functionally unimportant
events would likely cause repetitions of the same class win-
ner as they would lead to only small perturbations in the state
space. Only when functionally important events occur, such
as the stimulus or cue, do large jumps in activation space oc-
cur, thereby leading to another class perhaps becoming the
best match. Then using the same filtering process used for
repetitions of input patterns, the irrelevant events would be
removed. Note that this solution is based on a Level 3 sys-
tem (SRN) which has already successfully learnt the associ-
ations in a relatively simple scenario. The filtering can then
extract information which effectively lets the next higher level
(Level 4) handle delays with an arbitrary number of distract-
ing events as they will be filtered out in the aforementioned
process.

5 Conclusions
We have shown how a layered information processing system
can be constructed which handles delayed response tasks like
the Road Sign Problem [Rylatt and Czarnecki, 2000]. Our

solution is based on attacking the problem at a higher level
of abstraction than the raw time-step based sensory data. As
shown, the learning system (in this case an SRN) has a con-
siderably easier task when the redundant data has been fil-
tered out, letting the system instead work on a sequence of
discrete events. These events are grounded in sensori-motor
interactions. As discussed, the event extraction provides the
means for handling arbitrarily long delays between the stim-
ulus and the subsequent cue for response.

In addition to handling the Road Sign Problem, we sug-
gest an Extended Road Sign Problem. This involves distrac-
tions during the delay, thereby putting further demands on
the system not to lose track of what it is supposed to do. As
discussed, another abstraction level, which works on filtered
event streams, could be added. This filtering would be task-
specific and would be based on that the system has already
learnt, on a simple version of the task, which of the inputs are
relevant. We believe this approach will steer us in the right di-
rection on the road to acquiring more complex and intelligent
behaviours from our robotic friends.
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Abstract
Financial prediction is so far the most important applications
in contemporary scientific study. In this paper, we present a
fully integrated stock prediction system – NORN Finance
Forecaster – A Neural Oscillatory-based Recurrent Network
for finance prediction system to provide both a) Long-term
trend prediction, and b) Short-term stock price prediction.
One of the major characteristics of the proposed system is the
automation of the conventional financial technical analysis
technique such as market pattern analysis via NOEGM
(Neural Oscillatory-based Elastic Graph Matching) model and
its integration with the Time-difference recurrent neural
network model. This will provide a fully integrated and
automated tool for analytic and investigation of stock
investment. From the implementation point of view, the stock
pricing information of 33 major Hong Kong stocks in the
period of 1990 to 1999 are being adopted for system training
and evaluation.  As compared with contemporary neural
prediction model, the proposed system has achieved
challenging results in terms of efficiency and accuracy.

1. Introduction
Financial prediction such as stock prediction and foreign
currency exchange rate forecast so far is one of the most
important and hottest topics, both in the scientific and
financial fields. In fact, due to the importance of this
particular topic, a well-established school of concepts and
techniques have been devised in the previous decades,
namely the technical [Murphy, 1986] and fundamental
analysis [Ritchie, 1996] techniques. However, owing to the
fact that these tools are based on totally different approaches
of analysis, they always give rise contradictory results.
Besides, 'pattern matching' technique is still widely used for
most financial analysts and market technicians. Actually,
there are numerous market patterns that have found (and
believe) to exhibit repeated market moves following their
occurrence. So they are especially useful for long-term
financial trend prediction. These market patterns can be
classified into two major categories: 'reversal patterns' and
'continuation patterns' [Zirilli, 1997]. The correct
identification of these patterns is a very useful information
to predict the financial trend movement. However, the
identification of these patterns so far is highly subjective

and prone to errors. The major obstacles for the automation
of this pattern matching process is that these patterns are
highly variant and 'elastic' in the sense that they can exist
under different appearances.

In this paper, we present an integrated neural network-
based financial prediction system which fully automates the
process of 1) long-term trend prediction and 2) short-term
(e.g. one-day) stock forecast. Unlike the contemporary
neural network-based financial prediction model, we have
integrated and automated critical technical analysis tools
into the proposed model, namely the market pattern
identification scheme in trend prediction and oscillatory-
based RSI (relative strength index) analysis technique. From
the implementation point of view, stock information for 33
major Hong Kong stocks in the period from 1990 to the end
of 1999 (ten-year data) have been used. Compared with
other contemporary time series neural network prediction
models including the feedforward backpropagation model
from NeuroForecaster and Genetica, NORN has achieved
challenging results in terms of efficiency, accuracy and the
ability to integrate critical technical analysis techniques.

2. NORN: system framework
2.1 System overview
The neural oscillatory-based recurrent network model
(NORN) proposed in this paper is based on the integration
of critical technical analysis techniques 1) Market pattern
analysis and 2) Oscillator-based system with hybrid RBF
(Radial Basis Function) recurrent network for stock
prediction. NORN basically consists of the following
modules:
! Automatic market analysis module using NOEGM model;
! Hybrid RBF recurrent network with TDSL (Time-

Difference Structural Learning) for stock prediction.
The major objective of NORN on one hand is the provision
of a fully automatic stock prediction model (based on an
integrated recurrent neural network), and on the other hand,
to integrate it with critical technical analysis techniques to
increase the degree of accuracy.

2.2 Market pattern analysis via NOEGM
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NOEGM – system overview
The Neural Oscillatory Elastic Graph Matching (NOEGM)
model consists of three main modules: 1) Multi-frequency
bands feature extraction for the stock pattern using Gabor
filters; 2) Automatic figure-ground TC pattern segmentation
using Neural Oscillatory model; 3) Invariant market pattern
matching using Elastic Graph Dynamic Link Model
(EGDLM).

Actually NOEGM model has been applied to various
invariant pattern recognition applications including face
recognition [Lee et al., 1999], scene analysis [Lee and Liu,
1999a] and the latest research on tropical cyclone (TC)
pattern recognition from the satellite pictures [Lee and Liu,
1999b; 2000], based on composite neural oscillators as
neural framework. A schematic diagram for the NOEGM
model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – Schematic diagram for the NOEGM model for market
pattern recognition

Feature extraction module
In this module, Gabor filters of 10 different frequency bands
(φ) and 5 different orientations (θ) are being used, a total of
50 feature vectors of different attributes are extracted from
the stock patterns. The filter function is given:
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Pattern segmentation – neural oscillatory model
In the neural oscillatory model, neurons in our visual cortex
are presented by numerous neural oscillators. A typical
neural oscillator consists of an excitatory neuron (ui) and an
inhibitory neuron (vi), which interacts and oscillates with
other neurons according to external stimulus. In the model,
each layer represents the whole visual horizon in 2D
perspective. In each location, the “column” neural
oscillators represent the set of “visual sensors”, which is
modeled by an array of feature vectors.

According to the model, with the presence of a subject
in an image (eg. stock pattern), neurons that belong to the
same segment are oscillated in a phase-locked mode with
zero phase shift after sufficient cycles of neural oscillations,
while neurons in different segments are oscillated out of
phase and uncorrelated [Lee and Liu , 1999a].

In the neural oscillatory model, each stock pattern
graph is broken into a 2D mesh of N = N1 x N2 composite
neural oscillator sites. Each site (column) consists of M
layers of neural oscillators which denote the neural
oscillation from each local feature response (e.g. using
Gabor Filters).  In addition to the local excitatory and
inhibitory neurons, the neural dynamics of the composite
neural oscillators are activated/deactivated by the oscillatory
model.
“Vertical & horizontal” excitatory connections

Neural oscillators within the same “column” are
mutually activated with strength W|. In each feature layer,
each neural oscillator is activated by the eight “closest”
neighboring excitatory composite neurons with strength W_.
“Vertical & horizontal” inhibitory neurons (vi & vq)

To control the unexpected local phase locking,
“Vertical” and “Horizontal” inhibitors are introduced, which
are governed by the inhibitory strength T|vi & T_vq

respectively.
 “Global” inhibitory neurons (v)

A global inhibitory neuron which receives excitation
from all excitatory neural oscillators, and it inhibits all
excitatory units with the signal Tv. The neural dynamics are
shown as follows:
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C) Segmentation criteria: correlation function σxy

The segmentation criteria is governed by the
“Correlation Factors”, which are a measurement of the
binding strength (phase relationship) between the composite
neural oscillators and their “nearest” neighbors, given by:
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Market pattern recognition – elastic graph dynamic link
model (EGDLM)
Object recognition based on EGDLM which described the
recognition problem as an elastic graph matching
mechanism between the attribute graphs of the image
vectors (input layer) with the set of “memory” graphs in the
object gallery (memory layer). The schematic diagram of
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EGDLM network architecture for market pattern matching
is shown in Figure 2.

One of the most striking features of the EGDLM is its
“invariant” property. In the network model, only the
topological relations between the neural oscillators (i.e.
dynamic links) are encoded into the network. The pattern
matching process is resembled to the ‘Elastic Graph
Matching’, which is invariant under various transformations
such as translation, rotation, reflection, dilation and
occlusion, commonly occurred in pattern recognition.

EGDLM object recognition model consists of two
processes: 1) dynamic link initialization and 2) elastic graph
matching module. In dynamic link initialization process,
dynamic links (zij,kl) between “memory” object graphs
(obtained from market pattern templates) and query pattern
are initialized according to the following rules:

klijklij JJz ε=, (8)

for Jij ∈  A,  Jkl ∈  B.
In the elastic graph matching module, attribute graph of

the figure pattern (with neural oscillator vectors as nodes
and correlation links as edges) is matched with each of the
attribute graphs in the object gallery by minimizing energy
function H(z):
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where H(z) is minimized using the gradient descent.
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Figure 2 – EGDLM Network architecture for market pattern
matching

2.3 Hybrid radial basis function networks for
nonlinear time series stock prediction

Hybrid RBF network (HRBFN) – system overview
The proposed Hybrid RBF Network (HRBFN) [Lee and
Liu, 2000] incorporates with two main technologies into the
conventional RBF network for temporal time series
prediction problem: 1) Structural learning technique that
integrates the “forgetting” factor into the RBF BP algorithm
[Ishikawa; 1996]; 2) A ‘Time Difference with Decay’
(TDD) method is corporated into the network to strengthen
the temporal time series relation of the input data sequence
for network training.

The HRBFN consists of three layers. The first layer is
the input layer which consists of two portions: 1) Past
network outputs that feedback into the network; 2) Major
co-relative variables are concerned with the prediction
problem. Past network outputs enter into the network by
time-delay unit as the first inputs. These outputs are also
affected by a decay factor γ that is governed by the
following equation.

ke λαγ −= (10)
In general, the time series prediction of the proposed

network is to predict the outcome of the sequence x1
t+k at the

time of t+k that is based on the past observation sequence of
size n, i.e. x1

t, x1
t-1, x1

t-2, x1
t-3,…, x1

t-n+1 and the major
variables that influence the outcome of the time series at
time t. For convenience, the following notations are used
throughout the following network description: The numbers
of input nodes in the first and second portions are set to n
and m respectively. The number of hidden nodes is set to p.
The predictive steps are set to k, so the number of output
nodes is k. At the time t, the input will be [x1

t, x1
t-1, x1

t-2, x1
t-

3,…,x1
t-n+1] and [x2

1,x2
2,…,x2

m] respectively. The output is
given by xt+k, denoted by pk

t for simplicity, wij
t denotes the

connection weight between the i-th node and the j-th node at
time t.
HRBFN – structural learning algorithms
The main idea of RBF learning algorithm with “forgetting”
factor is to introduce a constant decay to connected weights
that make the redundancy weight(s) fade out quickly. The
cost function of the structural learning algorithm is given by
equation (11).
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where E1
t denotes the error square in traditional RBF

learning, the second term is the penalty criteria.
If delta rule is used, the learning rule of the weights is given
by:
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HRBFN – TDD method
The structural learning algorithm discussed above does
provide a “dynamic” structure building of the neural
network, but it cannot adapt the temporal time series
relations of the input and output feedback data sequences
into the model. In order to code with this problem, a
temporal difference method with decay feedback is
hybridized into the learning algorithm of the proposed
model. The basic concepts are presented as follows.

In a typical time series prediction problem, given a
series of past observations of time-step n at time t, i.e. [x1

t,
x1

t-1, x1
t-2, x1

t-3,…,x1
t-n+1], with the predictive time-step of k,

we not only obtain the predicted output at time t+k, i.e. pk
t ,

but more importantly is the sequence of future events started
from time t, i.e. [p1

t, p2
t, p3

t …, pk
t ]. In other words, the

network can provide an overlapping and inter-related event
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sequence as an additional “hint” for network learning, which
can be implemented by using Temporal Difference
technique [Sutton, 1983]. Besides, consider a sequence of
temporal difference operations from time t+1 to t+k, the
prediction from a “nearer” future normally has a higher
level of confidence than a “far” future, so a decay operator
is integrated into the learning algorithm in order to reflect
the situation. With the integration of TDD methodology, the
learning algorithm discussed in equation (12) will be
modified into:
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where ε” is defined as:
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3. Implementation
3.1 NORN for stock prediction
Introduction
In section 2 we have discussed the critical components of
NORN for automatic time series prediction and pattern
recognition. In this section, we illustrate how these
technologies can be integrated to stock prediction in the
following ways: 1) long-term stock trend prediction; 2)
short-term stock price prediction. A schematic diagram for
the integrated NORN model for stock prediction is shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Schematic diagram of the integrated NORN model for
stock prediction

The integrated NORN model consists of the following
main modules:
1) Stock data pre-processing module;
2) NOEGM market pattern recognition module;
3) Hybrid RBF network module for stock prediction.
Stock data pre-processing module
From the implementation point of view, ten-year daily stock
data (1990-1999) of 33 major Hong Kong stocks are being
adopted. Daily information includes daily high, low and
closing stock value. The inputs of the HRBF recurrent
network is generated by 1) pre-processed time series stock
data, and 2) market pattern recognition results.

According to the different requirements and forecasting
purpose of NORN for stock prediction, the time series stock

data are processed differently for the long-term trend
prediction and short-term price forecasting.
A) Data pre-processing (feature extraction) for long-term
trend prediction
For long-term trend prediction, since we are interested in
stock pattern variation instead of daily price fluctuation, two
types of inputs (pre-processed) are being used: 1)
normalized daily closing stock value (xi); and 2) normalized
‘desired-value’ for days between a buy and a sell signal (di)
given by:
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The main purpose of this data pre-processing (feature
extraction) method given by equation (15) is to extract the
difference between the current day’s closing price (ci) and
the previous A closes (ci-j). This difference is then
normalized by dividing it with the closing price and the
scaling factor λ.

In order to ‘feed-in’ the critical signal for trend
prediction, the normalized ‘desired-value’ for the days
between a buy and a sell signal (di) is being adopted.
Actually, this signal is based on the concept of ‘oscillator-
based system’ of the technical financial analysis discussed
previously, a kind of ‘neural-network oscillator’ for stock
prediction. For example, when this neural net oscillator rises
above a sell threshold, it signals an alert that the market is
approaching a trend change to the down side. On the other
hand, when the neural net indicator falls below a buy
threshold, it signals an alert that the market is approaching a
trend changes to the up side. So, these oscillatory input
nodes can provide an effective indicator for trend prediction.
B) Data pre-processing (feature extraction) for short-term
price prediction
Unlike long-term trend prediction, short-term stock price
prediction focuses on the fluctuations of the stock value on
daily basis. So, the strategy for creating input patterns is to
use the daily change in price (∆ values for open, close, high
and low) to predict the next day’s high, low and close.

Using similar normalization approach, for each
different type of ∆ values (open, close, high and low), the
volatility factor λ can be calculated as follows:

∑
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and each normalized input value is given by:
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The desired outputs (dh,i, dl,i, dc,i) for the high, low and
close values are also normalized in the similar approach as
shown below: (20-22)
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Another important fact for this kind of normalization is,
once the predicted outputs (oh+1, ol+1, oc+1) are obtained, the
predicted stock prices can be transformed easily based on
the following equations:

iccii cocc +−=+ )5.0(21 λ (23)

hhiii occh λ+= ++ 11 (24)

lliii occl λ−= ++ 11 (25)

NOEGM market pattern recognition module
By using the neural oscillatory-based elastic graph matching
(NOEGM), market patterns from the time series stock
pattern for each stock can be extracted and recognition
based on the market pattern templates for the 1) major
reversal patterns and 2) major continuation patterns being
shown in figures 1 and 2 respectively. From the
implementation point of view, according to the type of
market patterns being extracted from the time series stock
price pattern, they are grouped into a set of three different
input nodes: 1) reversal Top pattern node; 2) reversal
Bottom pattern node; and 3) continuation pattern node.
Hybrid RBF network module for stock prediction
According to the schematic diagram of NORN model, time
series stock information of 33 Hong Kong major stocks in a
period from 1990 to the end of 1999 are 'fed in' to the hybrid
RBF network in the following two ways: 1) pre-processed
time series stock data for each stock based on the
normalization and transformation techniques discussed
previously, with windows size ranging from 10 to 45 days
(for long-term trend prediction) and 1 to 10 days (for short-
term stock prediction); 2) market patterns being extracted
and identified from the time series stock patterns, which is
quantified by the correlation values discussed previously.

3.2 Experimental results
From the system validation and performance evaluation
point of view, three different types of experimental tests are
conducted:
1) Market pattern recognition test for NOEGM validation;
2) Long-term/short-term window size evaluation test;
3) NORN model performance test.
Market pattern recognition test
In the test, four representative stocks from the four main
business sectors (i.e. banking, finance investment, public
utility and property) were used for system evaluation. They
were: HSBC Holdings (banking), Tian On China Investment
(finance investment), Hong Kong Telecom (public utility)
and Cheung Kong Holdings Ltd. (property). Based on the
major market patterns being shown in figures 1 and 2 and
the stock pattern for these stocks in the period from 1990 to

1993. The automatic pattern recognition result based on
CNOM model is shown in table 1.

Table 1 - Market pattern recognition test results
Market patterns recognition rate *

Market
Patterns

HSBC
Holdgs.

Tian On
China
Invest.

Hong
Kong

Telecom

Cheung
Kong

Holdgs.

Overall

A) Reversal
patterns
(Top)

182/189
(96%)

160/170
(94%)

169/182
(93%)

170/184
(92%) 93.93%

B) Reversal
patterns
(Bottom)

154/167
(92%)

159/173
(92%)

163/182
(90%)

184/207
(89%) 90.53%

C)
Continuation
patterns

318/349
(91%)

296/327
(91%)

296/335
(88%)

266/301
(88%) 89.63%

Overall 654/705
(93%)

615/670
(92%)

628/699
(90%)

620/692
(90%) 91.00%

Note * The pattern recognition rates from different patterns are denoted by:
Matched cases / Total cases  (recognition rate %)

As illustrated in Table 1, out of a total of 2766 market
patterns being identified for these four stock pattern series,
the correct matching rate is over 90%, with a total of 2517
correct matched patterns. The overall recognition rate
ranging from 89% (for continuation patterns) to about 94%
(for reversal Top patterns).

Actually, in view of the detailed recognition rate of the
sub-category pattern for each type of market patterns, the
recognition rates maintain an acceptable level of around 85
to 96%, except for some particular categories such as the
'Round bottom' pattern in the reversal bottom patterns and
the 'Rectangles' pattern in the continuation patterns.

There is one important point needed to bring out and is
it the 'basis' of the recognition test - that is, the 'Total cases'
figures are identified by human subjective justification
which can be explained why some categories have scored a
lower pattern, as there exist a certain degree of ambiguity in
some template patterns.

For the processing speed of pattern recognition in our
test, the average time for pattern segmentation and
recognition are 35s and 12s respectively, as compared with
the previous work based on Composite Neural Oscillatory
Model (CNOM) for cloud pattern recognition [Lee and Liu,
2000], the pattern segmentation and recognition are 50s and
20s corresponding to an improvement of 30 and 40%
respectively due to lesser degree of complexity of the
proposed model [Lee and Liu, 1999b].
Long-term/short-term window size evaluation test
As the window size of the stock prediction model can
provide a deterministic factor for the network efficiency and
accuracy, this experimental test aimed at the evaluation of
the optimized window size for 1) long-term trend prediction
and 2) short-term stock price prediction.

In the test, window sizes of 10 to 45 days (for long-term
trend prediction) and 2 to 10 days (for short-term price
prediction) were used respectively. The predicted output for
these two sets of predictions are as follows:
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1) Long-term trend prediction:
-'Predicted desired-value (di)' for days between a buy

and a sell signal.
2) Short-term price prediction:

- 'Predicted next-day High (hi+1)
- 'Predicted next-day Low (li+1)
- 'Predicted next-day Close (ci+1)
Based on the four typical stock items used in the

previous test. Table 2 shows the experimental results in
terms of average percentage error of the NORN model
under different window sizes.

Table 2 - NORN model window size evaluation test results

Long-term trend prediction Short-term price prediction
Window size

(days)
Av. %  error Window size

(days)
Av. % error

10 2.345% 2 2.347%
15 1.075% 3 1.473%*
20 1.073%* 4 1.476%
25 1.238% 6 1.487%
30 2.487% 8 2.746%
40 5.347% 10 3.248%

As illustrated in Table 2, the optimal window size for
long-term and short-term stock prediction are 20 days and 3
days respectively, with average percentage errors of 1.075%
and 0.473% being achieved.
NORN model performance test
In this test, the ten-year (1990-1999) stock information of
33 major Hong Kong stocks were adopted. For comparison
purpose, a neural network based forecasting aid 'NeuroTM

Forecaster' from Neuro Intelligent Business Software was
adopted in the test. Actually, NeuroTM Forecaster provides
the following neural network models:
1) Time series feed-forward back-propagation model

(FFBP) with different choices of transfer functions,
which includes: standard sigmoid function, hyperbolic
tangent function, Neurofuzzy function, etc.

2) 'Genetica Net Builder' - based on Genetic Algorithms
(GA) for the construction and optimization of the
network model.

Table 3 - NORN model performance test results
(For next-day stock price prediction)

Neuro Forecaster (Average % error)
Business

Type Sigmoid Hyberbolic
tangent

Neuro-
Fuzzy Genetica

NORN
(Av. %
error)

A) Banking 4.647% 3.457% 8.451% 3.427% 1.427%

B) Finance  &
investment 3.745% 3.758% 7.845% 4.747% 1.573%

C) Public
utility 3.412% 4.285% 10.457% 2.747% 1.347%

D) Property 4.452% 5.474% 7.457% 3.417% 1.417%

E) Others 5.124% 4.789% 8.982% 3.746% 1.379%

Overall 4.217% 4.648% 8.975% 3.417% 1.401%

For the ease of comparison, these 33 stock items are
grouped under the four critical business sectors, namely:
banking, finance and investment, public utility, property and
others. The experimental results for the next-day stock price
prediction are shown in Table 3.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an innovative, fully
automatic and integrated stock prediction model to serve the
purposes of 1) long-term stock trend prediction, and 2)
short-term stock price forecast. Unlike contemporary neural
network models for financial prediction [Vellido et al.,
1999] which focus on the 'replacement' of the conventional
financial analysis and prediction techniques with various
neural net technologies, this paper explores a new era for the
implementation of neural networks in financial engineering
in which neural networks can be successfully integrated
with conventional financial analysis techniques such as
technical analysis tools to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the financial prediction results.
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Abstract
In this paper, the Hopfield neural network with delay
(HNND) is studied from the standpoint of regarding it
as an optimized computational model. Two general
updating rules for network with delay (GURD) are
given based on Hopfield-type neural networks with
delay for optimization problems and characterized
dynamic thresholds. It is proved that in any sequence
of updating rule modes, the GURD monotonously
converges to a stable state of the network. The
diagonal elements of the connection matrix are shown
to have an important influence on the convergence
process, and they represent the relationship of the local
maximum value of the energy function with the stable
states of the networks. All ordinary DHNN algorithms
are instances of GURD. It can be shown that the
convergence conditions of GURD may be relaxed in
the context of applications, for instance, the condition
of nonnegative diagonal elements of the connection
matrix can be removed from the original convergence
theorem. New updating rule mode and restrictive
conditions can guarantee the network to achieve a
local maximum of the energy function.

1 Introduction
Recently the convergence of various connectionist models
including discrete Hopfield neural network (DHNN)
[Hopfield, 1982; Wilson and Pawley, 1988; Bruck, 1990],
continuous Hopfield neural network (CHNN) [Hopfield,
1982] and network with delay [Clouse and Lee, 1997] has
been studied extensively. Since Hopfield and Tank
[Hopfield, 1982] first applied DHNN to the traveling
salesman problem, DHNN (which has a very simple and
efficient hardware implementation) has demonstrated the
capability to solve a wide variety of combinatorial

optimization problems. However, Hopfield and Tank’s
approach has been subjected to severe criticism on the
quality of its solutions, especially for large-scale problems
[Wilson and Pawley, 1988]. Other issues concerning DHNN
such as computational complexity [Orponen, 1992],
computational power, finite automata  equivalency and
dynamic system simulation by DHNN are beyond the scope
of this paper.

It is well known that the DHNN without delay has an
important property, i.e., it always converges to a stable state
when operating in a serial mode and to a cycle of length at
most 2 when operating in a parallel mode [Hopfield, 1982;
Wilson and Pawley, 1988; Bruck, 1990; Xu et al., 1998].
The problem of convergence is considered one of the most
important theoretical issues in the study of the neural
networks. However, in most optimization problems, the
corresponding matrix and updating rule mode do not satisfy
convergence conditions. Therefore its application domain is
rather limited.  To correct the deficiencies of the Hopfield
network, various attempts such as optimal parameter
selection and infeasible solution elimination have been
made. Among these attempts, some are to maintain the
structure of the Hopfield network, while others are to modify
the network structure. In [Qiu et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 1999a;
Qiu et al., 1999b] a DHNN with delay is constructed and a
serial (updating rule) mode similar to one in Hopfield
network without delay is also presented. But the
corresponding convergence conditions are strictly
constrained. It is also shown that the energy function is
dependent on the updating rule mode. It is well known that a
detailed specification for the convergence of DHNN is very
critical to most of the applications and it remains an open
problem on how much could the convergence conditions be
relaxed.

In fact, the convergence conditions, network architecture,
network initial conditions as well as updating rule modes are
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intimately related. The aim of this paper is to extend the
convergence conditions given in [Qiu et al., 2000] and to
specify the updating rule mode which will make the energy
function decrease monotonically with respect to the
evolution time. The energy function is modified by means of
a modified DHNN as well as its updating rule mode, so that
the convergence of DHNN with delay is obtained.

This paper has the following organization. Section 1 is the
introduction. Section 2 gives a brief review for DHNN with
delay. Section 3 introduces some definitions and notations.
Section 4 discusses the convergence of DHNN with delay
and presents the main result. The last section concludes the
paper.

2 Hopfield Networks with Delay
Discrete Hopfield neural network (DHNN) [Hopfield, 1982;
Wilson and Pawley, 1988; Bruck, 1990; Xu et al., 1998] is
described as follows. The state of the network at time t is the
vector ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Tn txtxtxtX ,...,, 21= . In general, the state of the
network at time t+1 is a function of { }θ,W  and the state of
network at time t. This network is thus completely
determined by the parameters { }θ,W , the initial state
values ( )0X , and the manner in which the nodes are updated

(evolved). If at time step t, node ix  is chosen for updating,
then at the next time step 1+t ,

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )




<−
≥

==+
0,1
0,1

sgn1
th

th
thtx

i

i
ii                   (1)

where ( ) ( ) ij

n

j
iji txwth θ−= ∑

=1

.

If only one neuron is allowed to change state at each time
step by performing the state evolving equation (1) while the
states of the other nodes are unchanged, then the network is
said to be operating in a serial mode. If all the nodes are
chosen to be updated at each time step by performing the
state evolving equation (1), then the network is said to be
operating in a parallel mode.

A DHNN with delay is a computational model, similar to
a multilayer perceptron in which all connections are feed-
forward. The difference between a DHNN with delay and a
multilayer perceptron is as follows. The inputs to any node

ix  for DHNN with delay may consist of the outputs of
earlier nodes not only during the current step t, but also
during previous d time steps ( )dttt −−− ,...,2,1 . Following
[Bruck, 1990; Orponen, 1992], the state of a neuron is
updated according to the following equation:

( ) ( )( ) { }1,11 −∈=+ tHtx iii σ                                     (2)

where ( ) ( ) ( )tktxwtH
d

k

n

j
ij

k
iji ∑∑

= =

−−=
0 1

θ .

In order to simplify the analysis presented later in this
paper, only the special case d=1, ( ) θθ ≡t  will be discussed
here. ( )⋅iσ  represents the content of the output function of
the neuron and the updating rule mode. The quadruple

( )σθ ,,, 10 wwN =  is used to represent the model (2). For

instance, if nnOw ×=1 , ( ) ( )⋅=⋅ sgniσ , then the quadruple
( )sgn,,, 10 θwwN =  represents the DHNN model.

3 Updating Rule of DHNN with Delay

Let { }nnB 1,1−≡  represent the set of all vectors =X ( ,, 21 xx

)T
nx...,  where each component ix  assumes the value +1 or

–1.We propose a new updating rule for DHNN with delay in
order to extend the convergence conditions and establish an
algorithm that will enable the network to escape from the
local maximum points. The following is the definition of a
generalized updating rule.

Definition 1.  Let ( )σθ ,,, 10 wwN =  represent a DHNN with
delay, starting from any initial vector nBXX ∈= )0()1( .
Given a sequence of neural index subsets },...,2,1{)( nkL ⊆
for 1≥k , the neural network is updated in the following
form: When 1=k , )1(L  is a neural index subset by means
of random selection (in general },..,2,1{)1( nL ≡ ), ( )1+kxi

( )kxi= , if )(kLi∉  and for )(kLi∈ , 1>k , the following
defines updating rule σ :

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )


 >−

=+
otherwisekx

kTkxkHkxifkx
kx

i

iii ii
i ,

,
1           (3)

where ( ) ( )( )∑
=

−−+≡
n

j
ijijjiji kxwkxwkH

1

10 1)( θ , and

0)( iii wkT −≡ ∑∑
−∈

≠
∈

++
)1(

1

)(

0 2
kLj

ij

ij
kLj

ij ww

The updating mode is called the general updating rule for
the neural network with delay, GURD for short. A sequence
of neural index subsets ⊆)(kL },...,2,1{ n  satisfying the
above conditions is generalized in an evolution mode. It
includes a serial mode for neural network with delay when
the sequence of neural index subsets is chosen which satisfy

1)( =kL  [Xu et al., 1998; Sun, 1998]. The following gives
an illustrated example.
Example 1.1

,
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5.31142

6452
4227

0



















−
−−−

−−−
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=w ,

10514
5105.22
15.251
42210

1



















−
−−

−
−−

=w



















−
−
−
−

=

8314.4
8275.10
4529.29
8294.12

θ

The updating results of example 1.1 are presented in
Table 1. It is noted that, for each updating mode, the
threshold of a neuron is different, depending on the given
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sequence of neural index subsets )(kL  which determines the
sequence of updating mode. The threshold )(kTi  changes
with the updating time k. However, for a Hopfield Neural
network, its threshold is a constant. So the stable state of the
network is constrained. In other words, when the weights
and threshold parameters of a network are given, its fixed
points or stable states have been fixed, and they can not
change with different updating modes, such as serial mode
or parallel mode. On the other hand, the stable state of
GURD mode is dynamically distributed based on a given
sequence of neural index subsets )(kL . Of course, the global
maximum point will not change with respect to different
updating modes. Only the local maximum points will be
affected by these updating modes. Thus this dynamically
distributed mechanism and delay relation enable the network
to escape from local maximum points and finally reach the
global maximum point (similar to LME algorithm [Peng, et
al., 1996], a strategy to identify which delay item can be
regarded as a certain noise). This is what motivates the
investigation on the updating mode and the delay neural
network model.

State vector code;
Updated neuron index

Ivs
code

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
SPs E.Value

0à 8 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 Submax
1à 9 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Submax
2à 10 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 Max
3à 11 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Max
4à 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 C
5à 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 C
6à 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 B
7à 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 A
8à 8 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 Submax
9à 9 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Submax
10à 10 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 Max
11à 11 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Max
12à 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 Submax
13à 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13* Submax
14à 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 Max
15à 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15* Max

Table 1. Updating procedure from all initial values to SP
for example 1.1

Definition 2.  The function ),( vuE  defined below is called a

bivariate energy function on nB for ( )σθ,,, 10 wwN = :

,22),( 10 θTTT uvwuuwuvuE −+=                  (4)
where ( )txu = , ( )1−= txv . In short, the bivariate energy
function is written as ( ) ( ) ( )( )1, −≡ txtxEtE .

4 Main Results
Based on the GURD mode, the neural network with delay
has the following convergence properties.

Theorem 1. Let ( )σθ,,, 10 wwN =  be a DHNN with delay,

operating in GURD mode σ . Suppose 0w  is a symmetric
matrix and 1w  is a diagonal dominant matrix, i.e.,

∑
≠

≥
ij

jiii ww 11 . Then for any 1≥k , ( ) 0≠∆ kx  or ( ) 01 ≠−∆ kx , it is

guaranteed that
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) .01,,1 ≥−−+≡∆ kxkxEkxkxEkE       (5)

For any },...,2,1{)( nkL ⊆  the equality holds if only and if
=+ )1(kx =)(kx ).1( −kx

Proof: According to definition 2
θTTT uvwuuwuvuE 22),( 10 −+=

where ( ) ( )1, −== kxvkxu , θ  is a threshold vector

( ,, 21 θθθ = )Tnθ..., . Then

( ) .22)1(),(()(
1 1 1

10∑∑ ∑
= = =

++≤−≡
n

i

n

j

n

i
iijij wwkxkxEkE θ

For any 2≥k , },...,2,1{)( nkLi ⊆∈ and GURD in the operating
mode, let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kEkEkEkxkxkx iii −+≡∆−+≡∆ 1,1 , we have

       ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) .)(21)(2

121211)(
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θ

θ
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(case 1) If ( ) 0>∆ kxi , then ( ) 1−=kxi  and ( ) 11 =+kxi .
Thus we have

( ) ∑∑
−∈

≠
∈

++−>
)1(

1

)(

00 2
kLj

ij

ij
kLj

ijiii wwwkH

 being a sufficient condition for ( ) 0)( >∆ ikE ;
(case 2) If ( ) 0<∆ kxi , then ( ) 1=kxi  and ( ) 11 −=+kxi .

Thus we have
( ) ∑∑

−∈
≠

∈

−−<
)1(

1

)(

00 2
kLj

ij

ij
kLj

ijiii wwwkH

 being a sufficient condition for ( ) 0)( >∆ ikE ;

(case 3) as 1w  is a column diagonal dominant matrix, then
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0)( ≥∆ kE  when ( ) 0=∆ kxi , ( ) 01 ≠−∆ kxi .
Any nonzero update with ( ) 0≠∆ kx  or ( ) 01 ≠−∆ kx  in the

GURD is of these three cases. So 0)( ≥∆ kE .
Tables 1 and 2 present the updating results of example

1.1. Especially in Table 2, the experimental results support
our main theorem. It shows that our method is more likely to
converge to the maximum or the submaximum values than
the Hopfield neural network method does (the Hopfield
neural network could be applied to the energy function of
the example 1.1, after modifying the diagonal elements of
the weight matrix). The three stable points (coded SPs:
5,6,7) which are neither max nor submax value points, have
the greatest energy function values.

Ivs
code

Energy
F.Value

Stable
Points

Relation SP
with

(EFValue)
0 -51.8824 13 Submax
1 -58.5569 13 Submax
2 29.4276 15 Max
3 -5.24686 15 Max
4 69.9292 5 C
5 111.255 5 C
6 119.239 6 B
7 132.565 7 A
8 3.43518 13 Submax
9 28.7607 13 Submax

10 68.7452 15 Max
11 66.0707 15 Max
12 101.247 13 Submax
13 174.572 13 Submax
14 134.557 15 Max
15 179.882 15 Max

Table 2. Updating results to all initial values for example 1.1

The following example 1.2 is a revised version of example
1.1. After modifying the original threshold vector (by adding
a certain noise or standard Gaussian noise) and the diagonal
elements of the weight 0w . The updating results of example
1.2 are given in Table 3. The experimental results of
example 1.2 show a much better performance than example
1.1. There are only two stable points. SP 13 is the maximum
value point and SP 15 is the submaximum value point.
Example 1.2

,
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=

99416.4
9825.8
3587.40
9882.33

θ

It is no surprise that the convergence performance of
example 1.2 is better than that of example 1.1. This shows
that by adjusting the original threshold values of the network
parameters, one can change or decrease the local maximum
value points. However, this improvement comes as a result

of 20 times updating tests and 50 random selection of
parameter threshold values. It remains an important open
problem on how such threshold values can be adjusted to
produce a better performance.

Ivs
code

Energy F.
Value

Stable
Points E.Value

0 -111.647 13 Max
1 -117.671 13 Max
2 -37.7172 15 Submax
3 -71.7406 15 Submax
4 53.7878 13 Max
5 95.7644 13 Max
6 95.7178 15 Submax
7 109.694 15 Submax
8 28.3057 13 Max
9 54.2822 13 Max

10 86.2356 15 Submax
11 84.2122 15 Submax
12 169.741 13 Max
13 243.717 13* Max
14 195.671 15 Submax
15 241.647 15* Submax

Table 3. Updating results to all initial values for example 1.2

All the updating rules are summarized in Table 4. The
following illustration is used to explain the entries in Table
4.

State vector code/updated neuron
index

Ivs
code

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
SPs E.Value

0à 8 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 Max
1à 9 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Max
2à 10 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 Submax
3à 11 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Submax
4à 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 Max
5à 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Max
6à 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 Submax
7à 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Submax
8à 8 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 Max
9à 9 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Max
10à 10 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 Submax
11à 11 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Submax
12à 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 Max
13à 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13* Max
14à 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 Submax
15à 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15* Submax

Table 4. Updating procedure from all initial values to SPs for example 1.2

Let the initial value )0()1( XX =  be ( )T1,1,1,1 −−−− 4B∈ . The
evolving operational process can be interpreted as follows.
First choose a sequence of neural index subsets }1{)1( =L ,
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}2{)2( =L , }3{)3( =L , }4{)4( =L , )(kL )(iL= ,
4]4/)1[( ⋅−−= kki , 4>k ,

where ][s  denotes the largest integer which is smaller than
s ; bivariant },_{ 1mEFvaluecodest =  represents the neuron
state vector code(st_code) and the corresponding energy
function value(EFvalue);  and  → )(iL  means updating all
elements of the neural index subsets in )(iL .

Initial value }647.111,0{ −=EFvalue
( ) ( ) ( ) → 4,3,2),1( LLLL

EFvalue,13{  }717.243= → )4(L …. It converges to the stable
state 13.
Theorem 2. Let ( )σθ,,, 10 wwN =  be a DHNN with delay,

operating in a GURD mode. Suppose 0w  is a symmetric
matrix and 1w  is a diagonal dominant matrix, i.e., for all i ,

∑
≠

≥
ij

jiii ww 11 . Then for any 1≥k , we have

( ) 0),(,)( ≥−≡∆ vuEuuEkE  , for uvBvu n ≠∈ ,,      (6)

The inequality holds if only and if I
∞

=1

)(
k

kL  is a nonempty

set, and there is an index i I
∞

=

∈
1

)(
k

kL  such that

∑
≠

>
ij

ijii ww 11 , where ( )kxvkxu =+= ),1( .

Proof: According to definition 2

,22),( 10 θTTT uvwuuwuvuE −+=
where ( )1),( −== kxvkxu , and θ  is a threshold vector

( )Tnθθθθ ,...,, 21= . Let ( ) ( ) ( )kxkxkx iii −+≡∆ 1 , ( ) ( ) ( )kEkEkE −+≡∆ 1 . Then

      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )θ1212 1 +−+≡∆ kxkxwkxkE TT
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Without loss of generality, we assume that ≡− )1(kL

},...,2,1{ n , 0)1( ≠−∆ kxi , )1( −∈ KLi . Since 1w  is a
column diagonal dominant matrix, it implies that 0≥∆E .

If I
∞

=1

)(
k

kL  is a nonempty set of },...,2,1{ n , 1w  is a

diagonal dominant matrix and there is an index i I
∞

=

∈
1

)(
k

kL

such that ∑
≠

>
ij

jiii ww 11 , we can conclude

 ( ) ( ) 0,, >−≡∆ vuEuuEE .

On other hand, if ( )uuEE ,≡∆ 0),( ≤− vuE , i.e.,

)(0 1 vuwuE T −=∆≥
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 Since 1w  is a diagonal dominant matrix, hence =wii
1

∑
≠ij

jiw1  is satisfied for all { }ni ,...,2,1∈ . It is a contradiction as

there is an index i such that ∑
≠

>
ij

jiii ww 11 . This completes the

proof of theorem 2.
From the general updating rule (5) in theorem 1, it is

noted that the network trajectory evolves in such a way that
the energy function is always nondecreasing; that is,

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) 01,,1 ≥−−+≡∆ kxkxEkxkxEkE

Using the inequality  (6) in theorem 2
( ) ( )( )−++ 1,1 kxkxE  ( ) ( )( ) 0,1 ≥+ kxkxE .

Hence
( ) ( )( ) ≥++ 1,1 kxkxE ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1,,1 −≥+ kxkxEkxkxE        (7)

The network trajectory now has a new step, i.e., at the
( 1+k )th step, instead of  updating from the k th step with
initial values )1(),( −kxkx , now updating from the k th step
with initial values )(),( kxkx . The modification allows the
energy function to accelerate the rate of convergence and
simplify the GURD. In the following, we define a new
GURD rule.
Definition 3.  Let ( )σθ,,, 10 wwN =  represent DHNN with
delay, starting from any initial vector nBXX ∈= )0()1( , given
a sequence of neural index subsets },...,2,1{)( nkL ⊆  for

1≥k , the neural network is updated as follows:
1) When 1=k , },...,2,1{)1( nL ⊆  is a neural index subset

by means of random selection (in general
},..,2,1{)1( nL ≡ ),

2) For },..,2,1{)( nkL ⊆ , if )(kLi ∉ , let ( )1+kxi  ( )kxi=  and
for )(kLi ∈ . The updating rule σ is given by:

( ) ( ) ( )
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otherwisekx
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      (8)

where ( ) ( )( )∑
=

−−+=
n

j
ijijjiji kxwkxwkH

1

10 1)( θ .

This updating mode is also called the simplified general
updating rule for neural network with delay, SGURD for
short.

It is noted that both w0 being a symmetric matrix and w1

being a diagonally dominant matrix are required for the
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SGURD. Comparing the two constrained conditions (6) and
(8), one may easily conclude that the range region of x
invariable condition (otherwise case in (8)) decreases. It
means that the energy function can reach the local maximum
value in a short updating time. In other words, we only need
to execute the SGURD rule 2n+1 steps at most [Qiu et al.,
1999a]. But for the Hopfield network, the updating rule may
require up to n2 steps in order to obtain a stable state when
the energy function has reached to a local maximum [Bruck,
1990].

It is noted that theorem 2 generalizes the results in [Qiu et
al., 2000; Qiu et al., 1999a; Qiu et al., 1999b] which extend
the constrained conditions of the weight matrices w0, w1.
The requirement that the diagonal elements in w0 are non-
negative (serial mode) and w0 is nonnegative definite
(parallel mode) are not necessary for the GURD mode. It
has been shown that the updating rule process of the network
and the activation process of the neurons are characterized
by a dynamical process. But the sigmoid function still
remains as the most popular choice for the network’s
activation function, and the serial, parallel and partially
parallel modes are considered as important updating rule
modes. There are no other modes.
Corollary 2.1 After a finite number of updates, under the
GURD mode, the neural network with delay will converge
to a fixed point.

In fact the fixed point is a local minimum point of the
energy function. On the other hand, the convergence
property is indispensable for any practical application design
of neural network with delay.

5 Conclusion
In this article we have demonstrated how a generalized
updating rule can cause the energy function to increase
monotonously for neural network with delay. The GURD
mode can operate in any sequence of updating modes. We
have shown that the neural network with delay converges
when operating in the GURD mode. The algorithm
presented in [Qiu et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 1999a; Qiu et al.,
1999b], including the original MHNN algorithm and the
partially parallel mode algorithm [Hopfield, 1982; Wilson
and Pawley, 1988; Bruck, 1990; Xu et al., 1998;Sun, 1998;
Lee, 1999], can be easily derived from our main result
which is supported by the experimental results of examples
1.1 and 1.2.
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Abstract
Neural network ensemble is a learning paradigm
where several neural networks are jointly used to
solve a problem. In this paper, the relationship
between the generalization ability of the neural
network ensemble and the correlation of the
individual neural networks is analyzed, which
reveals that ensembling a selective subset of
individual networks is superior to ensembling all
the individual networks in some cases. Therefore an
approach named GASEN is proposed, which trains
several individual neural networks and then
employs genetic algorithm to select an optimum
subset of individual networks to constitute an
ensemble. Experimental results show that,
comparing with a popular ensemble approach, i.e.
averaging all, and a theoretically optimum selective
ensemble approach, i.e. enumerating, GASEN has
preferable performance in generating ensembles
with strong generalization ability in relatively small
computational cost.

1  Introduction
Since neural computing has no rigorous theoretical
framework until now, whether a neural network based
application will be successful or not is almost fully
determined by that who is the practitioner. In general, the
more experiences the practitioner has on neural computing,
the more chances the application will have in gaining
success. However, in real-world applications, the users are
often those with little knowledge on neural computing.
Therefore the rewards that neural network techniques may
return do not always appear.

In the beginning of the 1990’s, Hansen and Salamon
[1990] showed that the generalization ability of a neural

network system can be significantly improved through
ensembling neural networks, i.e. training several neural
networks and combining their results in some way. Later,
Sollich and Krogh [1996] defined neural network ensemble
as a collection of a (finite) number of neural networks that
are trained for the same task. Since it behaves remarkably
well and is easy to use, neural network ensemble is regarded
as a promising methodology that can profit not only experts
in neural computing but also ordinary engineers in real-
world applications. And neural network ensemble has
already been used in many real domains such as handwritten
digit recognition [Hansen et al., 1992], scientific image
analysis [Cherkauer, 1996], face recognition [Gutta and
Wechsler, 1996; Huang et al., 2000], OCR [Mao, 1998],
seismic signals classification [Shimshoni and Intrator, 1998],
etc. Many works have been done in investigating why and
how neural network ensemble works. The classical one is
Krogh and Vedelsby [1995] ’s work, in which they derived a
famous equation AEE −=  that clearly demonstrates
that the generalization ability of the ensemble is determined
by the average generalization ability and the average
ambiguity of the individual neural networks that constitutes
the ensemble.

In this paper, the relationship between the generalization
ability of the neural network ensemble and the correlation of
the individual neural networks is analyzed, which reveals
that in some cases ensembling an appropriate subset of
individual networks is superior to prevailing ensemble
schemes, i.e. ensembling all the individual networks at hand.
Based upon the recognition that the appropriate subset of
individual networks is difficult to be found out directly, a
genetic algorithm based approach named GASEN (Genetic
Algorithm based Selective ENsemble) is proposed, which
trains several individual neural networks and then employs
genetic algorithm to select an optimum set of individual
networks to constitute an ensemble. Experiments show that
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GASEN is superior to a popular ensemble approach, i.e.
averaging all that averages the outputs of all the individual
networks at each output unit. Experiments also show that
GASEN is superior to a selective ensemble approach that is
theoretically optimum, i.e. enumerating that estimates the
generalization ability of every possible subset of individual
networks and then selects the best subset to make an
ensemble. Moreover, most ensemble approaches require
their individual networks be independently trained. But at
present there is no method can guarantee the independence
when there are many individual networks. Since GASEN can
increase the ambiguity of the ensemble through selecting the
appropriate subset of individual networks, it does not claim
independent training, which makes it more easily to use than
many other ensemble approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the relationship between the generalization ability of the
ensemble and the correlation of the individual neural
networks is analyzed. In Section 3, GASEN is proposed to
find out the optimum subset of individual networks. In
Section 4, experiments on averaging all, enumerating, and
GASEN are reported. In Section 5, related works are
overviewed. Finally in Section 6, conclusions are drawn and
several issues for future works are indicated.

2  Generalization and Correlation
Suppose the learning task is to use an ensemble that
comprises N individual neural networks to approximate a
function f: Rm → Rn. The predictions of the individual
networks are combined through weighted averaging, where
a weight wi (i = 1, 2, …, N) is assigned to the individual
network fi, and wi satisfies equation (1) and (2):

  10 << iw  (1)

  1
1

=∑
=

N

i
iw  (2)

Therefore the k-th output component of the ensemble is
computed according to equation (3), where fi,k is the value of
the k-th output component of the i-th individual network.

∑
=

=
N

i
kiik fwf

1
,

 (3)

For convenience of discussion, here we assume that each
individual network has only one output component, i.e. the
function to be approximated is f: Rm → R. But note that
following derivation can be easily generalized to situations
where each individual network has multiple output
components.

Suppose x ∈  Rm is randomly sampled according to a
distribution p(x). The expected output of x is d(x). The
actual output of the i-th individual neural network is fi(x).
Then the output of the neural network ensemble is:

 ( ) ( )∑
=

=
N

i
ii xfwxf

1

    (4)

The generalization error Ei(x) of the i-th individual
network on input x and the generalization error E(x) of the
ensemble on input x are respectively:

( ) ( ) ( )( )2xdxfxE ii −=     (5)

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )2
xdxfxE −= (6)

Then the generalization error Ei of the i-th individual
neural network on the distribution p(x) and the
generalization error E of the ensemble on the distribution
p(x) are respectively:

 ( )∫= xExdxpE ii )( (7)

  ( )∫= xExdxpE )( (8)

The average generalization error of the individual neural
networks on input x is:

 ( ) ( )∑
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i
ii xEwxE
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(9)

Then the average generalization error of the individual
neural networks on the distribution p(x) is:

  ( )∫= xExdxpE )( (10)

Now we define the correlation between the i-th and the
j-th individual neural networks as:

  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )xdxfxdxfxdxpC jiij −−∫= (11)

Note that Cij satisfies equation (12) and (13):

 iii EC = (12)

 jiij CC =     (13)

Considering equation (4) and (6) we get:
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Then considering equation (14) and (11) we get:

  ∑∑
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j
ijji CwwE
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(15)

Different to Krogh and Vedelsby [1995] ’s result
AEE −= , equation (15) utilizes the correlation between

the individual neural networks to represent the
generalization error of the ensemble. Since the computation
of Cij only refers to fi and fj, equation (15) is easier to use
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than AEE −=  in real-world applications.
Suppose that wi = 1/N (i = 1, 2, …, N), i.e. the

predictions of the individual neural networks are combined
via averaging. Then equation (15) becomes:

  ∑∑
= =

=
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i

N

j
ij NCE

1

2

1
/ (16)

Let’s assume that the k-th individual neural network is
deleted from the ensemble. Then the generalization error of
the new ensemble is:
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Considering equation (16) and (17) we get:
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It is obvious that E > E′ when equation (19) is satisfied,
which means that the new ensemble that omits fk is more
accurate than the original one that includes fk.
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Considering equation (19) and (17) we get the
constraints on fk:
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Now a conclusion is arrived that after the individual
neural networks are trained, in some cases ensembling an
appropriate subset of individual neural networks is superior
to ensembling all the individual networks. The individual
networks that should be omitted satisfy equation (20).

3  GASEN
Note that the individual neural networks to be omitted are
hard to be found out directly by equation (20) due to the
extensive computation required. Moreover, following
observation is noteworthy that in real-world applications the
generalization error of the individual neural networks and
that of the ensemble are all unknown. However, we can
employ cross-validation to get their generalization error on a
validation set, which can be used to approximate the actual
generalization error.

An approach named enumerating can be utilized to find
out the appropriate subset of individual networks, which
estimates the generalization error of all the possible subsets
of {f1, f2, …, fN} and then selects the best subset to make an

ensemble. When N is a small number, enumerating can
achieves optimum results. However, if N is a big number,
such as N > 30, enumerating is nearly impossible to be
realized due to its excessive computational cost (it will
estimates the generalization error of 2N –1 number of
ensembles).

Here we present a practical routine to find out the
appropriate subset of individual neural networks. Assume
we can assign to each individual neural network an
optimum weight that exhibits its importance in the ensemble.
Then we can select the individual networks whose weight is
bigger than a pre-set threshold λ to constitute the ensemble
via averaging. Suppose the weight corresponding to the i-th
individual neural network is wi, which satisfies both
equation (1) and (2). Then we have a weight vector w = (w1,
w2, …, wN). Since the optimum weight should minimize the
generalization error of the ensemble, considering equation
(15), the optimum weight vector wopt can be expressed as:
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wopt.k, i.e. the k-th (k = 1, 2, …, N) component of wopt ,
can be solved by lagrange multiplier. wopt.k satisfies:
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Equation (22) can be simplified as:
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Considering that wopt.k satisfies equation (2), we get:
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Although equation (24) is enough to solve wopt in theory,
it rarely works well in real-world applications. This is
because in the ensemble of real-world applications there are
often some individual neural networks that are quite similar
in performance, which makes the correlation matrix (Cij)N×N
of the ensemble be an inreversible or ill-conditioned matrix
so that equation (24) cannot be solved.

Since equation (21) can be viewed as an optimization
problem, considering the success that has been obtained by
genetic algorithms in optimization area [Goldberg, 1989],
GASEN is proposed to find out the appropriate subset of the
individual networks. After the individual networks being
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trained, GASEN employs genetic algorithm to evolve the
optimum weight vector wopt. Then GASEN selects the
individual networks whose corresponding optimum weight
component is bigger than the pre-set threshold λ to
constitute the ensemble. Note that if no individual network
is washed out, i.e. every component of the evolved optimum
weight vector is bigger than λ, all the individual networks
are used to constitute the ensemble. We believe that this is
corresponding to the situation that no individual networks
satisfying equation (20). Following observation is
noteworthy that the output of the ensemble is generated via
averaging. In other words, the evolved optimum weight
vector is only used in the selection of the individual
networks. This is because we believe that using the weight
vector both in the selection of the individual networks and
the combination of the individual predictions is easy to
cause overfitting.

Here GASEN is realized by utilizing the standard genetic
algorithm [Goldberg, 1989] and a floating coding scheme
that represents every component of the weight vector in 64
bits. Therefore each individual in the evolving population is
coded in 8N bytes where N is the number of the individual
networks. Note that since GASEN can be viewed as an
abstract approach rather than a concrete algorithm, it can be
easily realized by employing diversified kind of genetic
algorithms and coding schemes.

Let V denotes the validation set. The estimated value of
the correlation between the i-th and the j-th individual
neural networks is:
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Considering equation (15), the estimated generalization
error of the neural network ensemble corresponding to the
individual w in the evolving population is:
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It is obvious that EW
V expresses the goodness of w. The

smaller EW
V is, the better w is. So we use f(w) = 1/ EW

V as the
fitness function. Note that w may violate equation (2) during
its evolving. Therefore it is necessary to do normalization
on the evolved optimum w so that its components can be
compared with λ. Here we use a simple normalization
scheme:
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4  Experiments
We use four regression problems to compare the
performance of three ensemble approaches, i.e. averaging

all, enumerating, and GASEN.
The first problem is Friedman#1 proposed by Friedman

[1991]. There are 5 continuous attributes. The data set is
generated according to equation (28) where the noise item ε
satisfies normal distribution N(0, 1) and xi (i =1, 2, …, 5)
satisfies uniform distribution U[0, 1]. In our experiments the
size of the training set and the test set are respectively 200
and 1000.

( ) ( ) επ +++−+= 54
2
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The second problem is Boston Housing from UCI
machine learning repository [Blake et al., 1998]. There are
11 continuous attributes and 1 categorical attribute. The data
set comprises 506 examples among which 400 examples
make up the training set and the rest 106 examples make up
the test set in our experiments.

The third problem is Ozone proposed by Breiman and
Friedman [1985]. There are 9 continuous attributes. The
data set comprises 366 examples. Since the intention of the
experiments is not to compare the ability of dealing with
missing values, 1 attribute and 36 examples that has missing
values are omitted as Briedman [1996] did on the data set.
Therefore in our experiments there are 8 continuous
attributes and 330 examples among which 250 examples
make up the training set and the rest 80 examples make up
the test set.

The fourth problem is Servo from UCI machine learning
repository. There are 4 categorical attributes. The data set
comprises 167 examples among which 130 examples make
up the training set and the rest 37 examples make up the test
set in our experiments. Note that some researchers [Quinlan,
1993] believe that this problem is very difficult because it
involves some kind of extreme nonlinearity.

For each problem we use Bagging on the training set to
generate 20 single-hidden-layered BP [Rumelhart et al.,
1986] networks. During the training process, the
generalization error of each network is estimated in each
epoch on a validation set generated via bootstrap sampling
from the training set. If the error does not change in
consecutive 5 epochs, the training of the network is
terminated in order to avoid overfitting. Then we use
averaging all, enumerating, and GASEN to ensemble those
trained BP networks. In our experiments the genetic
algorithm employed by GASEN is implemented by the GAOT
toolbox developed by Houck et al. [1995]. The genetic
operators, including select, crossover, and mutation, and the
system parameters, including crossover probability,
mutation probability, and stopping criterion, are all set to the
default values of GAOT. The pre-set threshold λ used by
GASEN is set to 0.05. The validation set V used by GASEN is
also generated via bootstrap sampling from the training set.
For every problem we perform 20 runs and record the
average mean squared error and the standard deviation on
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the test set of the ensembles. The experimental results are
tabulated in Table 1.

Pairwise one-tailed t-tests indicate that the
generalization error of GASEN is significantly less than that
of averaging all on Friedman#1, Boston Housing, and
Ozone, while there is no significant difference between the
performance of those two approaches on Servo. We believe
that GASEN is superior to averaging all because ensembles
generated by it are more accurate than that generated by
averaging all in most cases. Pairwise one-tailed t-tests also
indicate that there is no significant difference between the
performance of GASEN and enumerating on all those data
sets. Considering that enumerating can hardly work when
there are lots of individual networks due to its extensive
computational cost, we believe that GASEN is superior to
enumerating because it can generate ensembles with
comparable generalization ability in the cost of much
smaller computation.

Following observation is interesting. Through analyzing
the ensembles, we find that GASEN and enumerating
averagely select a subset comprises 5 networks out of 20
individual networks to constitute the ensemble. And the
subset selected by GASEN is the same as that selected by
enumerating in 6 runs out of 20 runs on Friedman#1, 2 runs
out of 20 runs on Boston Housing, 3 runs out of 20 runs on
Ozone, and 7 runs out of 20 runs on Servo. It is obvious that
the frequency of the appearance of same selected results is
much higher than that should exhibit in random selection.
Considering that enumerating is an optimum approach when
the size of ensemble is small, we believe that this
observation verifies the goodness of GASEN from another
aspect. However, the reason for explaining the high
frequency of the appearance of same selected results should
be further explored.

5  Related Works
Neural network ensemble has become a very active area and
there are a large number of research groups working on it.
Besides the achievements cited in the brief review presented
in Section 1, some significant developments in this area can
be found in [Sharkey, 1999]. Moreover, there are some
works very related to this paper.

Yao and Liu [1998] employed genetic algorithm to
evolve a population of neural networks. Instead of choosing

the best neural network in the last generalization as the final
result, they regarded the entire population as a neural
network ensemble and combining all the individuals in the
last generalization in order to make best use of all the
information contained in the population. Although genetic
algorithm is used in both their and our works, there are
many differences among which a conspicuous one is that
they intended to utilize the information contained in the
genetic population rather than performing selection on the
individual networks.

Liu and Yao [1999] proposed an ensemble learning
approach, i.e. negative correlation learning, where all the
individual networks are trained simultaneously through the
correlation penalty terms in their error functions. Rather
than generating unbiased networks whose errors are
uncorrelated, negative correlation learning can generate
negatively correlated networks to encourage specialization
and cooperation among the individual networks. The main
reason that negative correlation learning can improve the
generalization ability of an ensemble is that it increases the
ambiguity item A  in the famous equation AEE −= .
In GASEN, when individual neural networks are selected
according to the evolved optimum weight vector, the
ambiguity of the ensemble is also increased. This can be
derived from the observation that the generalization ability
of the ensemble generated by GASEN is better than the
ensemble that comprises same number of individual
networks that rank toppest in generalization ability.

6  Conclusion
In this paper, the relationship between the generalization
ability of the neural network ensemble and the correlation of
individual networks is analyzed, which reveals that in some
cases ensembling a selective subset of individual networks
is superior to ensembling all the individual networks. Then a
genetic algorithm based ensemble approach named GASEN
is proposed. Experimental results show that GASEN is a
promising ensemble approach that is superior to both
averaging all and enumerating.

There are many works left to do in the near future.
Firstly, at present GASEN has only been compared with
averaging all and enumerating on several data sets. We plan
to do comparisons with more ensemble approaches on more
data sets. Secondly, the pre-set threshold λ is an important

Table 1  Experimental results on averaging all, enumerating, and GASEN

averaging all enumerating GASENData set error deviation error deviation error deviation
Friedman#1 1.33 0.26 0.47 0.12 0.5 0.14
Boston Housing 12.26 0.97 10.6 0.55 10.68 0.8
Ozone 22.29 2.00 19.85 1.72 19.99 1.63
Servo 0.21 0.026 0.21 0.045 0.226 0.058
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parameter of GASEN, which determines the individual neural
networks that constitute the ensemble. We hope to find out
the relationship between λ and the generalization ability of
the ensemble so that we can set λ to appropriate values in
real-world applications. Thirdly, we want to explore why
there is such a high frequency that GASEN and enumerating
select the same subset of individual networks to make an
ensemble.
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Abstract

Neural Logic Network or Neulonet is a hybrid of
neural network expert systems. Its strength lies in
its ability to learn and to represent human logic in
decision making using component net rules. The
technique originally employed in neulonet learn-
ing is backpropagation. However, the resulting
weight adjustments will lead to a loss in the logic
of the net rules. A new technique is now devel-
oped that allows the neulonet to learn by composing
net rules using genetic programming. This paper
presents experimental results to demonstrate this
new and exciting capability in capturing human de-
cision logic from examples. Comparisons will also
be made between the use of net rules, and the use
of standard boolean logic of negation, disjunction
and conjunction in evolutionary computation.

1 Introduction
There has been a fair amount of interest in training neural
networks using genetic programming [Golubski and Feur-
ing, 1999]. Gaudet [1996] applied genetic programming on
logic-based neural networks which basically represent stan-
dard logic (negation, conjunction and disjunction). Similarly,
an adaptive logic network [Armstrong and Thomas, 1996]
uses linear threshold units at the leaf node level, while the par-
ent nodes of the network are composed of “AND” and “OR”
logic units. However, neural networks can also represent non-
standard logic. A Neural Logic Network or simply Neulonet
has been proposed that emulates human decision logic which
are often too complex to be expressed neatly using standard
logic [Teh, 1995; Tan et al., 1996].

In this paper, we begin by focusing on the integration of
neulonets into a genetically programmed environment. First,
we introduce the concept of neulonets and show how they can
be combined to form complex decisions. We then describe a
GP system for evolving neulonets, and discuss how genetic
operations of crossover and mutation can be adapted to neu-
lonet evolution. Next, we demonstrate how the system can ef-
fectively solve a classification problem and extract rules from
the evolved neulonet. Finally we provide experimental results
to substantiate the use of neulonets as an improvement over
the use of standard logic networks in genetic programming.

2 Neural Logic Network
A Neulonet has an ordered pair of numbers associated with
each node and connection (figure 1). Let � be the output node
and ��� , ��� , . . . �	� be input nodes. Let values associated with
the node ��
 be denoted by ( �
 , ��
 ), and the weight for the
connection from ��
 to � be ( ��
 , ��
 ). The ordered pair for
each node takes one of three values, namely, (1,0) for true,
(0,1) for false and (0,0) for “don’t know”. (1,1) is undefined.
The following activation function determines the output at � :

������� ���	�
����� ����!
�#"%$�& � if

�'
)(�� � �
*��
�+,��
-��
.�0/21
�3&4$5" � if

�'
)(�� � �
*��
�+,��
-��
.�067+81�3&4$�& � otherwise.

(1)

where 1 is the threshold, usually set to 1.
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Figure 1: A basic Neural Logic Network - Neulonet.

By applying equation (1) on a network in figure 2, the net-
work behaves like an expert system rule with an OR logic
operation as shown in the truth table.

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(0,1)

(0,1)

(0,1)

(0,0)

(0,0)

(0,0)

(1,0)

(0,1)

(0,0)

(1,0)

(0,1)

(0,0)

(1,0)

(0,1)

(0,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(0,1)

(0,0)

(1,0)

(0,0)

(0,0)

P Q

P or Q

(2,1/2)P

Q (2,1/2)

P or Q

Figure 2: The above neulonet behaves like a disjunction rule.
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We call a network in figure 2 a net rule – a rudimentary
network that can be chained with other similar networks just
like in a conventional rule-based expert system. The power of
a net rule, however, is not limited to standard boolean logic
operations. A wide range of different human logic in decision
making can be represented with net rules using different sets
of weights. Figure 3 shows some examples of net rules that
emulate a human decision maker’s behavior. Human decision
processes are often too complex to be expressed neatly using
standard logic. One such complexity is that human reasoning
can be biased by giving different degrees of importance to
different factors. A simple AND or OR operation will be
inadequate in representing varying degrees of bias.

For instance, rule (4) ”Priority” in figure 3 exhibits differ-
ent degrees of influence on the outcome of � with � � being
the most important factor, while � � will only be considered
when all other factors are unknown, i.e. (0,0). Another exam-
ple can be seen in rule (13) ”Silence means consent” where
Def represents the default action. If no one among � � , ��� ,
. . . , � � has any opinion, or if there is an equal number of per-
sons either for or against a motion, the default action is taken.
In all other cases, the majority wins. Net rules can combine to
form composite net rules to achieve more complicated deci-
sions. For instance, using the output of rule (7) ”Unanimity”
as the input

�
to rule (10) ”Veto”, both with n set to 2, an

XOR operation can be realized as shown in figure 4.
A neulonet combines the strengths of neural networks and

expert systems [Tan et al., 1996]. It was proposed that a
knowledge engineer could first encode his knowledge into
component net rules and later use real examples to do refine-
ment training to adjust the weights in the neulonet. Train-
ing in this case is by means of backpropagation [Teh, 1995],
which will pervasively modify all weights in the network. It
was shown that the neulonet’s performance improves after the
refinement training. However, one problem with backpropa-
gation is that after training, the logic of the net rules may not
be decipherable as the weights of the net rules have been al-
tered. The trained net rules may not be reused easily. In view
of this, a novel way of neulonet training by means of a genetic
programming paradigm is now introduced.

3 Genetic Programming
Genetic programming [Koza, 1992] is an extension of the
conventional genetic algorithm where instead of subjecting
bit patterns to genetic evolution, the individuals in the gene
population are computer programs. In the context of neulonet
evolution, the problem statement may be stated as follows:

”Given a set of input nodes, a library of net rules,
an output node, and a set of examples containing
instances of input values together with the corre-
sponding output decision, apply genetic program-
ming to construct a neulonet that represents a deci-
sion logic induced from the examples”.

The solution may be carried out in three steps:

1. Generate an initial population of neulonets comprising
of random compositions of net rules according to the
available input nodes and the output node.

�
�
�
�

�

���� � � ���
� � � �
	
� � � �
�

   ��
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Pn
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Figure 3: Examples of component net rules.
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Figure 4: An XOR composite net rule.

2. Iteratively perform the following substeps until the ter-
mination criterion has been satisfied:

(a) Fire each neulonet in the population and assign it a
fitness value using the fitness measure.

(b) Create a new population of neulonets by applying
the following three operations to neulonets chosen
with a probability based on fitness.
i. Reproduce an existing neulonet by copying it

into the new population.
ii. Create two new neulonets from two existing ones

by genetically recombining chosen parts using a
crossover operation applied at a randomly cho-
sen crossover point within each neulonet.

iii. Create a new neulonet from an existing one us-
ing a mutation operation at a randomly chosen
mutation point.

3. The neulonet that is identified to be the best individual
is designated as the solution to the problem.

For efficiency, the neulonet structure that undergoes evo-
lution is a labeled tree implemented using a prefix-ordered,
jump-table approach [Keith and Martin, 1994]. The initial
population of neulonets are generated in a similar fashion
as Koza’s [1992] “ramped-half-and-half” generative method.
We use a normalized fitness measure

� ��� $������ � based on the
errors produced by the neulonet,

�
, as well as the size of the

neulonet,
�

. The factor,
�
	�� &4$5"�

, is used to weigh the effects
of accuracy over size in the fitness measure. A higher value
for

�
places more emphasis on finding an accurate solution at

the expense of the size of the neulonet.
The crossover operation involves swapping the chosen

parts of two neulonets with constraints imposed on the swap-
ping process to preserve the syntactic integrity. For instance,
swapping should not leave any dangling intermediate output
nodes as such nodes will not be able to receive input values
during firing. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate a crossover operation
on two neulonets before and after the operation.

The mutation operation involves changes to a chosen neu-
lonet. A random mutation point is picked such that the neu-
lonet whose root is the mutation point is replaced by another
randomly generated neulonet. Figure 7 shows the effect of
the mutation operation on a neulonet with the ”Conformity”
net rule replaced by a ”Priority” net rule.

The probabilities assigned are: (i) reproduction: 15%, (ii)
crossover: 80%, and (iii) mutation: 5%.

(1/2,2)
(−3,0) (−6,0)

(a) Neulonet 1 (b) Neulonet 2

(1/2,2)

(2,1/2)

(2,1/2)
(2,1)

(2,1/2)

(1,1)

(2,1/2)

Figure 5: Two neulonets before crossover operation.

(1/2,2)
(−3,0) (−6,0)

(a) Neulonet 1 (b) Neulonet 2

(1/2,2)

(2,1/2)

(2,1/2)
(2,1)

(2,1/2)

(1,1)

(2,1/2)

Figure 6: Two neulonets after crossover operation.

Note that the ”Conformity” net rule appears redundant in
the activation of a neulonet and might be deemed not to be
doing anything significant in the evolutionary process. This
kind of net rule is similar to an intron in biology, which is a
chromosome that is never expressed and provides spacing be-
tween the genes [Angeline, 1994]. However, Levenick [1991]
notes that introns are useful in genetic algorithms.

4 Proposed Method
In [Tan et al., 1996], it was assumed that the knowledge engi-
neer has some prior knowledge to construct a neulonet, which
is later subjected to further refinement training. What if the
knowledge engineer has only a set of examples without any
other knowledge? One approach is to construct a neulonet
with random weights and train it with the examples. The re-
sultant neulonet is no different from an ordinary neural net-
work, as it is difficult to interpret the logic semantics from the
seemingly meaningless set of weights. Another approach is
to solve a set of inequalities arising from the activation func-
tion in equation (1) [Teh, 1995]. The solution is not unique.
Moreover, the process becomes more difficult with increasing
number of inputs and it may not be always possible to find a
set of interpretable weights to satisfy all the inequalities.

The genetic programming paradigm proposed here pro-
vides a third alternative for constructing a neulonet from ex-
amples. We shall illustrate the process using a simple exam-
ple from the Space Shuttle Landing Domain [Michie, 1988].

(2,2)
(−3,0)

(a) Before Mutation

(1,1)

(2,1/2)

(2,1/2)
(2,1)

(1,1)
(−3,0)

(2,1/2)

(2,1/2)
(2,1)

(b) After Mutation

Figure 7: Neulonet with a mutated net rule.
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This data set comprises 15 instances and 6 attributes. Table 8
shows each instance being classified as either to auto-land or
not. To conform to the input requirements of the neulonet
structure, every distinct attribute-value pair has a correspond-
ing boolean attribute in a transformed data set. The valid val-
ues for these new attributes can either be yes, no or unknown.
In our example, the 6-attribute data set transforms to a 16-
attribute data set of boolean values.

Stable Error Sign Wind Magnitude Vis Class
? ? ? ? ? no auto

xstab ? ? ? ? yes noauto
stab LX ? ? ? yes noauto
stab XL ? ? ? yes noauto
stab MM nn tail ? yes noauto

? ? ? ? OutOfRange yes noauto
stab SS ? ? Low yes auto
stab SS ? ? Medium yes auto
stab SS ? ? Strong yes auto
stab MM pp head Low yes auto
stab MM pp head Medium yes auto
stab MM pp tail Low yes auto
stab MM pp tail Medium yes auto
stab MM pp head Strong yes noauto
stab MM pp tail Strong yes auto

Table 8: Space Shuttle Landing Domain data set.

For a particular neulonet evolution run, a 100% accurate
solution was produced in generation 5 which consisted of 8
basic net rules. Further evolution produced another 100% ac-
curate solution in generation 11 as shown in figure 9. This so-
lution consisted of a ”Priority” rule rooted at � , a ”At-Least-
2-Yes” rule rooted at

�
, and a ”Negation” rule rooted at � .

Magnitude_Strong

Wind_tail

(−1,−1)

Vis_no

(1/2,0)

Error_SS

Sign_pp

(1/2,0)

(1/2,0)

(4,4)

(1,1)

(2,2)

N

L

P

Figure 9: A solution to the Shuttle-Landing classification problem.

5 Extracting Rules from Neulonets
Extracting rules from neural networks has been studied by
many researchers [Gallant, 1993; Gaudet, 1996; Setiono and
Liu, 1996; Tan, 1997; Towell and Shavlik, 1993]. Exist-
ing work, however, basically utilizes standard logic, such as
negation, conjunction and disjunction. The rules extracted
are generally in the form of a decision tree equivalent to an
AND/OR tree based on some classification of the example
data. In our present work, the goal is to extract human de-
cision logic from the neulonets. The extraction is in fact a
straightforward process because the neulonets constructed are
just a composition of net rules which by themselves fully ex-
press the human logic in use. As for the case of the Space

Shuttle Landing Domain classification problem, the follow-
ing net rules are easily identified from the solution in figure 9.

� : Negation(Magnitude Strong)�
: At-Least-Two-Yes( � , Sign pp, Wind tail)� : Priority(

�
, Error SS, Visibility no)

In layman terms, the decision to auto-land the space shut-
tle is biased towards any two or more positive factors for a
”pp” sign, tail wind and a magnitude that is not strong. Oth-
erwise, the presence (absence) of an ”SS” error will result in
a decision to auto-land (manual-land) the shuttle. If this er-
ror is unknown, then the decision to auto-land (manual-land)
depends on a negative (positive) visibility.

6 Empirical Study and Discussion
Our analysis above shows that the proposed approach of us-
ing net rules in genetic programming should perform well
for data sets which encompass some form of ordered logic
reasoning. This analysis will be further confirmed via exper-
iments. In particular, we wish to verify whether using an ex-
tended set of net rules as logical units is comparable to, if not
better, than merely using a limited set of net rules compris-
ing the standard boolean logic of negation, conjunction and
disjunction (rules (1), (5) and (6) of figure 3). We selected
data sets commonly used and publicly available from the UC
Irvine data repository [Blake and Merz, 1998]. Data sets con-
taining discrete attribute data types were transformed to an
equivalent binary data set with one attribute for each attribute-
value pair in the original set. Moreover, data sets containing
continuous-valued attributes were pre-processed using a Chi2
Discretizer [Liu and Motoda, 1998] prior to the transforma-
tion. For the case of data sets having three or more class
values, a separate data set that performs a boolean classifica-
tion for each class value was created. Table 10 summarizes
the data sets used in our experiments.

Data Set # Instances # Attributes
Shuttle-Landing-Control 15 16

Iris-setosa 150 123
Iris-versicolour 150 123
Iris-virginica 150 123

Monk-1 432 17
Monk-2 432 17
Monk-3 432 17

Voting-records 435 32
Breast-Cancer-Wisconsin 699 90

Mushroom 8124 125

Table 10: Data set summary. #Attributes denotes the number of
boolean attributes in the transformed data set.

The entire library of net rules given in figure 3 was used for
our experiments. Each of the net rules (4) to (13), were rep-
resented by their 2- and 3-arity equivalents, while a 4-arity
“2-out-of-3 Unless Overridden” rule (14) was used. As a
large initial population was required to cater for a wide va-
riety of neulonets that could be evolved, we implemented a
distributed parallel GP-system on an AP-3000 Fujitsu dis-
tributed memory parallel processing system consisting of 32
nodes using a ring-type connection [Niwa and Iba, 1996].
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Data Set Neulonet Standard
Shuttle-landing 100% 100%

3.0 (34.7) 5.5 (48.3)
Iris-setosa 100% 100%

1.0 (18.0) 1.0 (12.0)
Iris-versicolour 99.8% 99.3%

5.6 (230.0) 8.0 (286.7)
Iris-virginica 99.6% 98.8%

5.3 (154.0) 3.0 (133.3)
Monk-1 100% 100%

5.6 (31.6) 4.7 (24.0)
Monk-2 99.8% 93.2%

19.2 (456.4) 20.8 (544.5)
Monk-3 100% 99.1%

3.0 (26.6) 4.0 (30.3)
Voting-records 99.6% 97.7%

14.3 (356.3) 13.0 (538.7)
Breast-cancer 99.5% 99.4%

20.0 (552.0) 20.2 (666.0)
Mushroom 100% 100%

6.5 (46.2) 6.25 (71.3)

Table 11: Experimental results depicting classification accuracy for
the best individual. The numbers below the accuracy value denotes
the number of decision nodes and (number of generations).

In our experiments, we used an initial population of 10,000,
each having a depth of not more than four component net
rules, and allowed to evolve to a depth of not more than 17.
The evolutionary process would proceed until the classifica-
tion accuracy and size of the fittest individual were unchanged
for the last 100 generations. The weighting factor

�
used in

the fitness measure was set to 0.99. To further simplify the
best evolved neulonet, a set of eight most commonly used
simplification rules were applied recursively to identify com-
ponent net rules for elimination or recombination. Results
for evolving the best neulonet solution from an average of 10
runs using the set of net rules versus using standard boolean
logic are presented in Table 11.

6.1 Classification Accuracy
In terms of the classification accuracy, neulonet evolution
provided a comparable, if not better, result than standard logic
evolution in all cases. This was especially true for data sets
having an ordered logic reasoning as in the case of the Shut-
tle Landing Domain problem, or when the classification rules
encompassed a ”quantification” of standard boolean logic.
For example, in the Monk-2 data set, the classification rule
is given by [Thrun et al., 1991] as follows:

Exactly two of � 
 � " ��� 	��"%$�� $�� $	�4$�
 $���
Clearly, it would be difficult to achieve a high classification
accuracy using only a composition of standard boolean logic
units. However, in the case of neulonet evolution, the expres-
sive power inherent in the set of net rules allowed for a more
accurate solution tree to be evolved.

6.2 Solution Size
Due to the neulonet’s ability to handle more complex deci-
sions, net rule evolution provided more compact solutions
than their standard boolean counterparts for the same classi-
fication accuracy, particularly for data sets having non-trivial

classification rules. Using the best evolution runs for both
empirical approaches in the Monk-2 data set, the profiles for
the number of decision nodes is shown in figure 12 for accura-
cies between 70% to 100%. Observe that the profiles for both
approaches are comparable in the case of classification accu-
racies of less than 90%, indicating that the classification rule
learned thus far was still relatively simple. However, as the
required accuracy increased, the apparent power of neulonets
in deriving complex decision rules resulted in a significantly
smaller solution size.
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Figure 12: Profile for the number of decision nodes during net
rule(solid-line) versus standard boolean logic(dotted-line) evolution.

6.3 Number of Generations Required
A general drawback in net rule evolution was the longer time
needed to converge to an ideal solution due to the larger size
of the component net rule library. It has to be noted that the
experiment conducted actually gave the standard logic an ad-
vantage in that the rule set is small (only negation and 2-
or 3-arity conjunctions and disjunctions), while the popula-
tion sizes in both neulonet and standard logic evolution ap-
proaches were kept the same at 10,000 individuals. As a re-
sult, there were more opportunities for the small set of stan-
dard logic rules to quickly evolve to ideal individuals within
the population. Thus for problems involving simpler deci-
sions, standard logic evolution attained the required accuracy
faster. However, there were cases in which neulonet evolu-
tion was faster. This was observed from the accuracy profile
for the Monk-2 data set in figure 13.
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Figure 13: Accuracy profile for net rule(solid-line) versus standard
boolean logic(dotted-line) evolution.
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For accuracies of less than 95%, standard logic evolution
required slightly less generations. However, as the demand in
accuracy increased, it became increasingly difficult to evolve
a solution using only standard logic rules. The added advan-
tage in expressing complex rules during neulonet evolution,
on the other hand, produced a faster rate of convergence.

7 Conclusion
Genetic programming proves to be an interesting paradigm in
constructing neulonets with the prescribed human logic net
rules. The paradigm is also amenable to refinement train-
ing. A knowledge engineer could start by constructing neu-
lonets based on the human expert’s prior knowledge. The
constructed neulonets may then be subjected to the genetic
programming evolutionary process. Thus step 1 of the ge-
netic programming solution (i.e. generation of an initial ran-
dom population) may be skipped and instead, the process will
start from step 2 onwards.

This new mode of neural logic network learning, whether
learning from scratch or learning by refining the existing net-
work, preserves the logic semantics understandable for gen-
eral human decision making. The size of the net rule library
determines the granularity of the decision steps and the pro-
cessing time. A large library enhances the capability in ex-
pressing nuances among different decisions but at the expense
of a longer time to converge.

Further experiments will be carried out to investigate this
trade-off issue. Variants of crossover and mutation processes,
and fitness measures will also be studied. A long term plan
in future is to apply genetic programming on fuzzy neural
logic networks [Teh, 1995]. For such networks, the values
for input and output ordered pairs are real-valued between
0 and 1. Genetic programming will thus be an attempt to
evolve the best fuzzy decision rules. We envision an even
more exciting horizon of fuzzy neulonet learning with genetic
programming.
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Abstract
Sensitivity analysis of neural network is useful for
network design. Piché used a stochastic model to
describe the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), but it
doesn’t match the true MLP closely, and too severe
limitations are imposed on both input and weight
perturbations. This paper attempts to generalize
Piché’s stochastic model of MLP, and derive an
universal expression of MLP’s sensitivity for all
sigmoidal activation functions, without any
restriction on input and output perturbations. The
effects of network design parameters such as the
number of layer, the number of neuron per layer and
the chosen activation function are analyzed, and
they provide useful information for network design
decision-making. Furthermore, we use our
sensitivity expression to design MLP for a given
application. It can help to design the network
structure, as well as the training of MLP.

1 Introduction
The sensitivity analysis of neural network has been
investigated for over 30 years. In 1962, Hoff used n-
dimensional geometry approach to analyze the sensitivity of
Adaline [Hoff, 1962]. Glanz [1965] simplified Hoff’s
results. After two decades, Winter [1989] derived an
analytical expression for the probability of error in Madaline
caused by weight perturbation. Stevenson continued
Winter’s work, and established the sensitivity of Madaline
to weight error in 1990 [Stevension, 1990a; Stevension et
al., 1990b]. Cheng and Yeung [1999] use this geometrical
arguments to analyze the sensitivity of Neocognitrons.
However, the their results are only fit for neurons with
threshold activation function and binary inputs, and they are
not applicable to other continuous activation functions.
Yeung and Wang [1999] try to apply the method proposed
in [Cheng and Yeung, 1999] to the sensitivity analysis of
the MLP. Earlier in 1992, Choi and Choi [1992] present a
thorough idea of sensitivity analysis of the MLP with
differentiable activation functions. Although their analysis is
systematic, the result is only applicable when the network

has been trained and the inputs are known, so it cannot be
used for network design and construction.

Piché [1992;1995] uses statistical approach to relate the
output error and the change of weights in Madaline with
several activation functions such as linear, sigmoid and
threshold. But Piché’s stochastic model is a simplification
of the true MLP, and his result holds true only when the
input and weight perturbations are small enough.

This paper proposes an improved stochastic model which
is better suited for the true MLP. We also present a function
approximation method to derive an universal analytical
expression of sensitivity for MLP with sigmoidal activation
function. We assume no restriction on the amplitude of the
input and weight perturbations. Using this function
approximation method, one can use three parameters to
characterize the activation function. So not only the effects
of input and weight perturbations, the number of neuron and
the number of layer, but also that of the activation function
on the sensitivity of MLP can be analyzed by the universal
analytical expression.

2 The Improved Stochastic Model of MLP
According to Piché’s stochastic model, all neurons have the
same activation function. All network inputs, weights, input
perturbations and weight perturbations are respectively
independent identically distributed random (iidr) variables
with zero mean; inputs and input errors, inputs and weight
errors, weights and inputs, weights and weight errors are
statistically independent from each other. This model has
the following weaknesses:
1. The bias input is omitted. This is a basic component of

MLP;
2. The expectations of all network inputs are zeros. Many

applications don’t satisfy this condition;
3. All network inputs have the same variance. It is also

difficult for many applications to satisfy this
requirement;

4. The correlations between the inputs and their
corresponding perturbations are not considered. Even if
the inputs and their associative perturbations in the first
layer are independent, there still exist correlations
between the inputs and their corresponding
perturbations in the successive layers of MLP.
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Our improved stochastic model of MLP overcomes the
above shortcomings in the following ways:
1. All network inputs are independent random variables

with their own expectations and variances. The
expectation of the bias input is 1, and its variance is 0;

2. All input perturbations are independent random
variables with zero mean and their own variances. The
variance of the bias input perturbation is 0. The
correlations between network inputs and their
corresponding perturbations are expressed by their
correlation coefficients;

3. All weights and their perturbations are independent
random variables with zero mean and their own
variances. The correlations between weights and weight
perturbations are also expressed by their correlation
coefficients;

4. Except the correlations between inputs and input
perturbations, weights and weight perturbations, all
variables are independent from each other.

Our model is a better description of the true MLP.

3 Definitions
First, some notations are introduced. The layers are

indexed from 0 to L. The 0 layer is the input layer, and the
Lth layer is the output layer. The number of nodes in layer l
is denoted by lN . The function )(⋅g  denotes the activation
function. Neuron is the basic element of MLP, so one can
first investigate the sensitivity of a single neuron, and then
the whole MLP.

Suppose lX , lX∆ are the input and input perturbation
vectors of neuron i in layer l, l

iW , l
iW∆  are its weight and

weight perturbation vectors. D(.) denotes the variance.
Definition 1: The absolute sensitivity of the neuron to

input and weight perturbations is given by

))())()((( ll
i

lll
i

l
i

def
l
i XWgXXWWgDS ⋅−∆+⋅∆+= .

Definition 2: The relative sensitivity of the neuron to
input and weight perturbations is

))((
))())()(((.Re

lTl
i

lTl
i

llTl
i

l
i

def
l
i

XWgD
XWgXXWWgDSl

⋅
⋅−∆+⋅∆+= .

Since the outputs of MLP are the outputs of the neurons
in the output layer, we can use the output neurons to
represent the outputs of the MLP.

Definition 3: The absolute sensitivity of MLP to input and
weight perturbations is

TL
N

LL
def

L
SSSS ),,,( 21 != .

Definition 4: The relative sensitivity of MLP to input and
weight perturbations is

TL
N

LL
def

L
SlSlSlSl ).Re,,.Re,.(Re.Re 21 != .

4 Function Approximation Approach
If the sensitivity is directly calculated by using the above

definitions, it will be very difficult to obtain an analytical
expression for the sensitivity unless we restrict the
amplitudes of the input and weight perturbations. But this
would severely limit the range of application of our
sensitivity analysis. So a function approximation approach
is proposed to overcome this problem. This is based on the
idea that a given class of activation functions can be
characterized by a general function expression using a set of
common characteristics, i.e., parameters of this expression,
which should satisfy the followings:
1) They can be used to approximate the activation

function concerned, and
2) They should have the form convenient for sensitivity

computation.
The threshold and sigmoidal activation functions are

commonly used for the MLPs. It can be characterized by
three factors: its maximum value, minimum value and
obliquity, which are denoted by B, C and A respectively,
Different values of B, C and A represent different activation
functions. The main idea of the function approximation
approach is to use another function )(,, xg CBA  to approximate

)(xg . The function )(,, xg CBA  has the following form

)(
2

)( ,,,, xfCBxg CBACBA ++= , (1)

where









<−−−

≥−−

=
−

−

0),1(
2

0),1(
2)(

2

2

,,

xeCB

xeCB

xf
Ax

Ax

CBA
, (2)

The objective of function approximation is to determine
the three factors A, B and C of )(xg , so that the distance
between the two functions )(xg  and )(,, xg CBA is minimized.

The factors B and C are determined by
)(lim xgB

x +∞→
= , (3)

)(lim xgC
x −∞→

= . (4)

The factor A can be found by solving the following
problem

∫
+∞

∞−
− dxxgxg CBAA

2
,, ))()((min . (5)

Because )(xg  and )(,, xg CBA  are antisymmetric about a
certain point on the y-axis, problem (5) is equivalent to

∫
+∞

−
0

2
,, ))()((min dxxgxg CBAA

. (6)

The commonly used sigmoidal activation function has the

form 
x

x

e
CeBxg λ

λ

−

−

+
+=

1
)( , we have 2

4
λπ=A .

5 Sensitivity of a Single Neuron
According to the definitions of absolute and relative

sensitivity, we need first derive the variances of the output
and the output error of a neuron. The output of the unit j in
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layer l is
)( lTl

i
l
i XWgy ⋅= . (7)

Its output error is
)())()(( lTl

i
llTl

i
l

i
l
i XWgXXWWgy ⋅−∆+⋅∆+=∆ . (8)

The covariances between inputs and input perturbations,
weights and weight perturbations are l

x
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l
xx

l
xx iiiiii ∆∆∆ = σσρσ

and l
w

l
w

l
ww

l
ww ijijijijijij ∆∆∆ = σσρσ , where ρ  denotes the correlation

coefficient.
Let 2σ  and µ  represent variance and expectation. We

have
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According to the Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem, when
1−lN  is large enough, u and v’ are normally distributed with

mean 0 and variance 1, i.e., u ~ N (0,1) and v ~ N (0,1). The
correlation coefficient between u and v is
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we get )1,0(~ NV , and 0, =VUρ .
We introduce two notations
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The distribution function of u, and the joint distribution
function of u and v may be expressed as
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Now, the expectations of output and output error are
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The variances of output and output error are
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Using our function approximation approach and the
following polar coordinate transformation
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Formulae (25), (26), (27) and (28) become
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According to Definitions 1 and 2,
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For each neuron in a given layer, its inputs and the
associated errors are just the outputs and their associated
errors of the former layer. So l

j
l
j xy =−1 , l

j
l
j xy ∆=∆ −1 . Now

the covariance between 1−l
jy  and 1−∆ l

jy  can be calculated by
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All formulae are derived exactly except the
approximation of the activation function. So there is no need
for us to restrict the input and weight perturbations to be
very small. The network sensitivity expressions are
expressed in terms of A, B and C, i.e., the activation
function itself. This enables us to investigate the effect of a
given activation function on the network sensitivity.

6  Sensitivity of MLP
Since the sensitivity of a MLP is defined to be the
sensitivity vector of its output neurons, it will be necessary
to calculate the sensitivity of neurons from the input layer to
the output layer successively.

The algorithm to calculate the sensitivity of the network
is given by
1) Based on the application requirement, determine the

expectations and variances of network inputs
0

ixµ ,
20

ixσ , input perturbation ratios 
20

20

i

i

x

x

σ

σ ∆ , the

correlation coefficients between inputs and input
perturbations 0

ii xx ∆ρ , the variances of weights 2l
wij

σ ,

weight perturbation ratios 
2

2

l
w

l
w

ij

ij

σ

σ ∆  and the correlation

coefficients between weights and weight perturbations
l

ww ijij∆
ρ ;

2) Using function approximation approach to determine
A, B and C of the activation function;

3) Let l=1, 22
x

l
x σσ = , 22

x
l

x ∆∆ = σσ ;

4) For all neurons in layer l, calculate 2l
yi

σ  and 2l
yi∆σ  by

applying formulae (32) and (33), and then l
yy ii∆σ , by

Formula (39);
5) If l<L, let 1+= ll , 212 −= l

y
l
x ii

σσ , 212 −
∆∆ = l

y
l

x ii
σσ ,

1−
∆∆ = l

yy
l

xx iiii
σσ , then goto step (4); else

6) Calculate L
iS  and L

iSl.Re by formulae (34) and (35),
then the absolute and relative sensitivities of MLP is

TL
N

LLTL
N

LL
ll

SlSlSlSlSSSS ).Re,,.Re,.(Re.Re,),,,( 2121 !! ==
, and the program is terminated.

7 Effects of Parameters on Sensitivity
Many factors affect the sensitivity of the MLP. These
factors include the network inputs and input perturbations,
weights and weight perturbations, and network architecture
parameters such as the number of layer, the number of
neurons in each layer and the activation function chosen.
How these factors affect the sensitivity of MLP is an
important criteria for neural network design in support of a
particular application.

The experimental results are shown in figures 1 to 13.
The main results are:
1) The input and weight perturbation ratios are the two

most important factors affecting the sensitivity of the
MLP. The absolute and relative sensitivities increase
when these two ratios do.

2) The network sensitivities increase with the absolute
value of the input expectation and the input variance.
The normalization of network input can help us
decrease the network sensitivity;

3) The increase of weight variance causes the network
sensitivity to increase. So we should limit the
amplitude of the weight in training process;

4) When the number of neurons increases, the absolute
and relative sensitivities increase, but when it is
significantly large, the two sensitivities will nearly
remain constant. The neuron number of later layers has
more influence upon the absolute sensitivity than that
of the previous layer.

5) The absolute and relative sensitivities increase with the
number of layer. When the number of layer is small,
these two sensitivities increase rapidly. Otherwise they
become flat. When the weight perturbation ratio
increases, the absolute and relative sensitivities
increase as well, i.e., if the sensitivity is supposed to be
less than a certain value, the number of layer could be
small when the weight perturbation ratio is large.

6) The larger the obliquity A of the activation function is,
the more sensitive the MLP is. The sensitivities
increase with B-C. So the threshold MLP is the most
sensitive one, and The activation function 

xe−+1
1

��

more suitable than tanh(x).
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8  The Design of MLP
In order to simplify the network design, we suppose that

all weights have the same variances, and all weight
perturbation ratios are identical. So all neurons in the same

layer have the same sensitivity. We can use a output
neuron’s sensitivity to represent the network sensitivity
vector.

For a given application, suppose parameters L, B and C
are determined by the network designer, from the sample set

Figure 1: The absolute and relative Sensitivities
of MLP versus input perturbation ratio. Figure 2: The absolute and relative Sensitivities

of MLP versus the weight perturbation ratio.
Figure 3: The absolute and relative Sensitivities of
MLP versus the expectation of network input.

Figure 4: The absolute and relative Sensitivities
of MLP versus the variance of network input.

Figure 5: The absolute and relative Sensitivities
of MLP versus the weight variance.

Figure 6: The absolute sensitivity of MLP
versus the number of neurons in each layer.

Figure 7: The relative sensitivity of MLP
versus the number of neurons in each layer.

Figure 8: The absolute and relative sensitivities of a
neuron versus obliquity A of the activation function.

Figure 9: The absolute sensitivity of a neuron versus
the max and min value of the activation function.

Figure 10: The relative sensitivity of a neuron versus
the max and min value of the activation function.

Figure 11: The absolute sensitivity
of MLP versus the number of layer.

Figure 12: The relative sensitivity of
MLP versus the number of layer.
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and the application environment, we can estimate the

following parameters: 
0N , LN , 0

ixµ , 20
ixσ , 0

, ii xx ∆ρ , 
20

20

i

i

x

x

σ

σ ∆ ,

ww ∆,ρ , 
2

2

w

w

σ
σ ∆ . Our goal is to find the unknown parameters

1N , …, 1−LN , A and 2
wσ , such that *

RR SS < , where *
RS  is a

given, acceptable relative sensitivity.
Our solution is: first select a possible range for each of

the unknown parameters; then using our sensitivity
calculation algorithm to compute the mapping from

},,,,{ 2
11 wL ANN σ−!  to }{ RS ; finally, according to the

mapping, determine the region },,,,{ 2
11 wL ANN σ−!  that

satisfies *
RR SS < .

We present the following example to show how to design
a three-layer MLP.

Example: The input and output numbers are 10, and all
inputs are independent random variables that are uniformly
distributed over [-1,1]. Suppose the correlation coefficient
between weights and weight perturbations are 0.01.
Construct a three-layer MLP with input and weight
perturbation ratios less than 1%, and the relative sensitivity
of this MLP should be less than 10%.

For this example, the known parameters are L=2,
1020 == NN , 00 =

ixµ , 12/4
20 =

ixσ , 00
, =∆ ii xxρ ,

01.0, =∆wwρ , 01.02

2

20

20

== ∆∆

w

w

x

x

i

i

σ
σ

σ

σ , 1.0* =RS . Suppose B=1,

C=0, and the possible ranges for parameters A, 1N  and 2
wσ

are 1.7725]  [0, , 100]  [1,  and 25]  [0,  respectively. Using our
sensitivity algorithm to calculate the mapping over the
above ranges. Here, we plot two contour maps of RS . When
the obliquity A is large and small, the contour lines of RS
with respect to 1N  and wσ  are shown in figures 13 and 14
respectively. The region below the contour line at 1.0=RS
is our design result.

Our sensitivity analysis can be used to determine the
network structure numerically. Furthermore, it can estimate
the permitted weight range for network training. We find
that the larger 1N  is, the smaller the maximum permitted
weight variance is. That is to say, if we select larger number
of neurons in the hidden layer, we must restrict the weight
variance to be less in the training of MLP; when the
obliquity of activation function increases, the solution
region reduces. This means that if we select activation
function with smaller obliquity, we can permit larger
number of neurons in the hidden layer and larger weight
variance in the network training.
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9 Conclusion
In this paper an improved stochastic model of MLP is
proposed to better describe the, and the function
approximation method is used to obtain an universal
expression of the network sensitivity for sigmoidal
activation functions. We use the expression of sensitivity to
investigate the effects of network parameters on the network
sensitivity. It is also used to design the network architecture
and provide useful guideline for the network training.
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